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1.0 Purpose
The purpose of this technical guide is to provide a technical understanding of the expected use cases for
the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services (TMS) zl Module in more complex networking
environments. It is intended to assist in the sale, design and implementation of HP ProCurve security
solutions using the TMS zl Module and also provides some specific, technical “how to” configuration
information.

2.0 Intended Audience
It is assumed that the tasks discussed in this document will be performed by technically skilled HP
Services professionals, HP and ProCurve Channel Partners, and enterprise purchasers of the HP
ProCurve TMS zl Module. The concepts may also be helpful as a basis for technical discussions
involving HP Solutions Architects/Technical Consultants.
ADD ASSUMPTION
It is also appropriate for those seeking guidance on the overall process of integrating HP ProCurve
security control products, including the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module, into enterprise customer
networking environments.

3.0 Objectives
The objectives of this technical guide are to:
1. Introduce the features of the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module.
2. Illustrate typical, expected use cases of the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module.
3. Provide a methodology for developing a de-facto security policy, if no customer security
policy(ies) exist(s), that will be used to create the security controls required for an initial
implementation.
4. Illustrate how to link security policy(ies) with security controls to be implemented on the HP
ProCurve TMS zl Module.
5. Show configuration examples of the major security control features of the HP ProCurve TMS
zl Module.
6. Discuss deployment scenarios where multiple HP ProCurve TMS zl Modules would meet
more complex business requirements.

4.0 Prerequisites


A security assessment of the environment into which the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module will
be introduced, including up-to-date physical, logical connectivity diagrams and any existing
security requirements



A security policy for the environment into which the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module is being
introduced



A set of clearly articulated goals for the implementation of the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module
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5.0 Skills
The individual following this guide should possess the following skills:


Basic understanding of Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) firewalls, Intrusion Detection and
Prevention Systems (IDSs/IPSs), and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)



Familiarity with clustering and other High Availability (HA) technologies like Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)



Ability to translate security policy requirements into security controls

6.0 The HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module
The HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module is, in essence, a three-in-one security control
module that currently supports three major features: a modern SPI firewall, a network IDS/IPS and a
VPN gateway. Each of these major security control features are further defined in the following
subsections, followed by a brief explanation of the benefits derived from the synergy of having all three
of these controls present in a single, unified threat management platform.

6.1

Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) Firewall
A firewall is a device intended to deny, proxy, permit, and sometimes, encrypt computer
traffic between different information security domains based upon a security policy
expressed as a set of rules and other criteria.
A stateful firewall is one that performs stateful packet inspection and keeps track of the
state (as in finite state machine) of network connections traveling across it, typically in a
state table, allowing it to operate faster than an application gateway and more
intelligently than a mere packet filter.
Modern packet inspection adds application filtering, where the packet payload is also
inspected. For example, HTTP can be used to present web pages or perform peer-to-peer
file sharing. The latter may be against policy, but firewalls that do not perform deep
packet inspection can’t tell the difference and treat all HTTP traffic the same.
Firewalls are also the most common providers of Network Address Translation (NAT)
services. NAT translates IP addresses as traffic traverses the firewall, most commonly
from routable, publicly-registered addresses to non-routable, private addresses.
The HP ProCurve TMS zl Module is a modern SPI firewall and common use cases are:
•

Perimeter policy enforcement - to enforce security policy and provide NAT at the
edge of the company network’s interface with other networks, also known as
perimeter security

•

Security Enclave policy enforcement - to provide malware outbreak containment,
granular access control in the data center, Denial of Service (DoS) prevention or, in
the case of multiple TMS zl Modules, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
prevention. Network “compartmentalization” is created by enforcing a more
restrictive security policy at the interface between a collection of high value
information resources within the enterprise network and the rest of the enterprise
network, at other security compartment interfaces, and/or other points within the
enterprise network.
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6.1.1

Zone-Based Firewall
The TMS zl Module is specifically a zone-based, rather than a traditional
interface-based, firewall. Zone-based firewalls have greater granularity, more
flexibility, and are conceptually simpler in their security control model. The
TMS zl Module uses zones to control traffic. Zones are logical groupings of
TMS VLANs that have similar security needs or levels of trust that organize
the network into different security regions. VLANs are assigned to zones and
typically, security policy rules are applied to traffic moving between zones, but
they can also be applied to traffic that moves between VLANs within a single
zone. The originating or destination VLAN within either zone that the traffic
moves between does not matter. This allows controls to be applied based on
an overall security posture desired for an entire region within the network
rather than on specific subnets and/or VLANs, simplifying the administrator’s
management tasks.
The TMS zl Module supports two types of zones:
•

Self – The Self zone allows you to control sessions that originate or
terminate on the TMS zl Module itself. It contains all of the module’s
IP addresses on the TMS VLANs. Addresses to which destination
NAT is applied are also part of the Self zone. In other words, when the
TMS zl Module applies destination NAT to traffic, the pre-NAT traffic
may be destined to an address that exists on the module or to another
address. In either case, the traffic is considered to be destined to the
Self zone.
Traffic that originates in or is destined to the Self zone includes:

•

•

Management traffic

•

IKE traffic for establishing VPNs for which the TMS zl
Module is the gateway

•

Routing updates

•

User authentication

•

Traffic to which destination NAT will be applied

Access control – The TMS zl Module supports nine access control
zones, which have the following names and intended purposes:
•

Internal—your private network

•

External—the Internet or other untrusted networks

•

DMZ—demilitarized zone; publicly-accessible servers that are
logically located between the private network and the external
network

•

Zone1 through Zone6—any user-defined purpose, as needed
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6.1.2

Network Address Translation (NAT)
Network Address Translation (NAT) is the process of modifying IP address
information in packet headers in order to map one address space to another.
Itis a very common function for firewalls due to many networks using RFC
1918 private IP addresses, e.g. 10.x.x.x, 172.16-31.x.x, 192.168.x.x on the
inside of the firewall and a small block of publicly routable registered IP
addresses on the outside of the perimeter firewall.

6.1.3

Port Maps
The TMS zl Module supports processing well-known protocols running on
alternate port numbers. Port maps enable the administrator to configure the
TMS zl Module to treat traffic on a configured protocol (ie. TCP or UDP) and
port number. For example, port 8000 as a well-known service for HTTP.
Once a port map for a well-known service running on an alternate port number
is configured, the firewall’s Application Layer Gateways (ALGs) and IPS
signatures will treat traffic on that protocol and port number as the configured
well-known service.

6.1.4

Application Layer Gateways (ALGs) and Port Triggers
The TMS zl Module also supports Application Layer Gateways (ALGs).
ALGs inspect the packets of well known protocols in traffic streams between
two endpoints. In a session between two hosts, the ALG can “eavesdrop” on
the packet flow for a configured service. It performs deep packet inspection at
the OSI Application Layer (Layer 7) for particular application-level
commands, behaviors commonly considered characteristic of exploit attempts,
or other undesirable application activities. In addition, the ALG is intelligent
enough to dynamically open additional, appropriate ports as needed for the
specific service traffic. An example of this is that HTTP “conversations”
between two endpoints can be re-directed to ports other than the well-known
TCP/80. In this situation, the TMS zl HTTP ALG will “eavesdrop” on that redirection and intelligently open the additional port the conversation is being redirected to for only these two endpoints involved in this specific HTTP
“conversation.”
The TMS zl Module support the following ALGs:
•

aim - The AOL IM ALG

•

esp - ESP ALG keeps track of SPI values in an IPsec tunnel

•

ftpv4 - The FTP ALG

•

ike - The IKE ALG

•

ils, ils2 - The ILS ALGs process Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) packets that are used to communicate with ILS
servers.

•

irc - Internet Relay Chat (IRC) ALG
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•

l2tp - The Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) ALG

•

msn - The MSN ALG supports the following functionalities of
Microsoft Instant Messenger 7.0:

•

netbios - Windows Network Basic Input/Output System
(NetBIOS) ALG

•

nntp - The NNTP ALG interprets the GROUP command of the
NNTP packets

•

pptp - PPTP uses TCP 1723 for its control connection and Generic
Routing Encapsulation (GRE) for its data connection

•

rpc - The Remote Procedure Call ALG

•

rtspv4 - RTSP controls a stream that might be sent over a separate
protocol

•

smtp - The Simple Mail Transport Protocol ALG

•

sql - The SQL ALG interprets and translates the redirect messages
coming from the network listener.

•

tftp - The TFTP ALG creates a dynamic association to allow the
data transfer from server to client when it sees a write/read request
from the client on the control connection.

Port triggers make use of ALGs to support applications that negotiate
connections on ports other than their well-known ones. For example, the
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) in both Windows and UNIX systems have wellknown port numbers for their portmapper services, which, in turn, dynamically
allocate port numbers for distributed processes to use for their communication.
Port triggers, through ALGs, add the necessary intelligence for the firewall to
intelligently permit these conversations by dynamically opening ports in a
specified range.
Port triggers are statically configured as compared to ALGs that are dynamic
in nature and are based on deeper inspection of the network traffic. Keep in
mind, however, that you should not use a port trigger if NAT is applied to the
traffic. Port triggers do not provide the same functionality that ALGs offer. For
example, if an upper-layer protocol carries IP addresses within its data
segment, an ALG knows where the IP address is held and can handle the traffic
appropriately even when NAT is applied. Port triggers, on the other hand,
check only the IP header.
For deeper information on ALGs and port triggers, see the “Firwall” section of
the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management and
Configuration Guide.

6.1.5

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack Prevention
The TMS zl Module provides for Denial of Service (DoS) and other attack
checking. IP Spoofing, Ping of Death, LAND, and IP Reassembly attacks are
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detected by default and cannot be disabled by the administrator. Other attack
checking, such as SYN Flooding and WinNuke, among others, may be enabled
or disabled by the administrator.

6.2

Network Intrusion Detection / Prevention System
A network intrusion detection system (IDS) is an independent platform that detects and
logs malicious activity, or intrusions, such as viruses, worms, trojans, denial of service
attacks, and attempts to crack into computers. Suspicious patterns, or signatures are
scanned for by examining network traffic observable via connection to a hub, a switch, a
network tap, or in the case of the TMS zl Module, by mirroring traffic to it.
A network intrusion prevention system (IPS) is an in-line IDS with the added ability to
react, in real-time, to block traffic to prevent malicious or unwanted behavior by
dropping the offending packets while allowing all other traffic to pass.
The HP ProCurve TMS zl Module can act as either a IDS or a IPS. In either mode, the
common use cases are to detect or prevent intrusions at:

6.3

•

The network perimeter

•

The interface between the overall company network and higher-value internal
information resources, for example databases containing financial or human
resources information

•

The interface between internal compartments, for example geographic regions or
different departments within a campus

VPN Gateway
A VPN is a network connected together via communications tunnels over another
network, such as the Internet or a company network. The communications tunnels may
or may not be encrypted and representative technologies include Internet Protocol Secure
(IPsec), Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE), and Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP).
A VPN Gateway is an endpoint used to establish, manage and control VPN tunnel
connections. Unlike the stateful firewall and intrusion detection / prevention controls, the
VPN Gateway’s controls are oriented toward access control, or keeping unauthorized
users off of the network in the first place. The others controls are oriented toward threat
management, which is about detecting and mitigating unauthorized activity by a user that
already has access to the network.
The HP ProCurve TMS zl Module can also act as a VPN Gateway. Common use cases
are performing as a VPN endpoint at the perimeter, the entry to the data center, at the
edges of internal compartments, and terminating end-user and site-to-site VPN remote
access connections.

6.4

Synergy of Unified Threat Management
There are many synergistic benefits to having all three of these security controls provided
by a single, integrated platform:
•
•

A unified management interface, or “single pane of glass”
Fewer devices in the rack
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•
•

Reusability of firewall policies, for example in the VPN control
Selective application of IPS by individual firewall rules

The following diagram shows the order of processing by the three controls on traffic
incoming to a TMS zl Module zone interface:

Figure 1: TMS zl Module Interface Inbound Processing Flow
Packets inbound on an interface are first processed by the firewall. If they are permitted
by the security policy rules, then they will pass to the VPN Gateway for decryption, if
necessary. Finally, now that even originally encrypted traffic is in the clear, the Intrusion
Prevention System will inspect the packet for malicious activity signatures, specific
protocol anomalies and general IP anomalies. At any of these three processing stages, the
traffic is subject to either being summarily dropped or having its connection reset if it is
found to be outside of configured security policy rules.
The order of processing is slightly different for traffic exiting the TMS zl Module on one
of its zone interfaces:

Figure 2: TMS zl Module Interface Outbound Processing Flow
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As with inbound, the traffic is first processed by the firewall. If permitted by the security
policy rules, it is then passed to the Intrusion Prevention System for deeper inspection
prior to being optionly encrypted by the VPN Gateway.

6.5

Named Objects
Another feature of the TMS zl Module that is used across all the integrated security
platform is “Named Objects.” The TMS zl Module supports named objects for greater
ease of configuration. A named object is a logical “container” that can be used in
firewall access policies, NAT policies, port triggers, and IPsec policy traffic selectors to
represent one or more addresses, one or more services, or a schedule. The advantage to
using named objects is that you can create the object, then if the parameters of the object
change, you edit the object only once, and the change takes effect in all of the policies
that include the object.
You can create the following types of named objects:
•

Address objects (maximum 500), which are configured as follows:
o Single-entry address objects:
-

IP—a single IP address

-

Range—a single range of IP addresses

-

Network—a single network IP address and subnet mask

o Multiple-entry address objects:
-

IP—a list of up to 100 non-contiguous IP addresses

-

Range—a list of up to 100 ranges of IP addresses

-

Network—a list of up to 100 network IP addresses and subnet
masks

-

Domain name—one DNS name or a list of up to 10 names, which
the TMS zl Module dynamically resolves provided that a DNS
server is specified.

•

Address groups (maximum 1000), which contain multiple address objects

•

Service objects (maximum 500):
o Protocol and single port—one Layer 4 protocol and a single port, such as
TCP 80
o Protocol and port range object—one Layer 4 protocol and a range of
ports, such as UDP 50000–50010
o IANA-assigned Internet protocol— one predefined Layer 3 protocol

•

Service groups (maximum 5000), which contain multiple service objects

•

Schedule objects (maximum 25), which specify the following:
o Days of the week—one or more days during the week, which begin and
end at midnight
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o Time of day—the start and end times within the day
For example, rather than manually specify the IP address of your Web server in multiple
policies, you can create an object named WebServer with the Web server’s IP address.
You can then specify the WebServer object every time that you create a policy for
controlling access to the Web server. If the IP address of the Web server changes you
can edit the address object, and the change will propagate through all of the policies that
include the object.
NAT policies support only single-entry address objects and service objects. The IPsec
policy traffic selector supports only single-entry address objects. The following table
provides the complete information about how you can use each type of object.

Object Type

Firewall

NAT

Port

VPN

IP

X

X

X

X

Range

X

X

X

Network

X

X

X

Single-port service

X

X

Port-range service

X

X

IANA IP protocol

X

X

Schedule

X

Single-Entry

X

Multiple-Entry
IP

X

Range

X

Network

X

Domain name

X

Address groups

X

Service groups

X

X

Table 2: Named Objects and Their Uses
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7.0 Common TMS Security Control Points
There are three common security control points where it is anticipated that many enterprise
environments will wish to deploy the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module:
1. At the perimeter of the enterprise network where it interfaces with the Internet and/or
business partner networks to protect from untrusted external networks
2. At the entry point to the data center where the data center interfaces with the rest of the
enterprise network to provide an extra layer of protection for the concentrated, high-value
information assets typically found within
3. At interface points between significant portions of the enterprise network (separate profit and
loss business units within a large corporation or geographical continents in a multinational
corporation) in order to provide granular access control and contain threat outbreaks within
the portion of the network that they originate
Note: A consideration when implementing the TMS zl Module in these scenarios is to
keep in mind the impact on the processing overhead of each layer of traffic examination.
As with any security product that performs active traffic inspection, the type and number
of functions enabled that traffic has to pass through has an impact on overall throughput.
Please refer to the current HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module
Datasheet for performance and throughput specifications for the hardware and software
versions of the TMS zl Module being implemented. This type of information can be
obtained in the HP ProCurve Reference Library.

7.1

Perimeter
This is the most common, almost traditional, placement of a security control like the HP
ProCurve Threat Management Services (TMS) zl Module.
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Figure 3: Perimeter Security Control Point
At this control point, as shown in Figure 3, the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module can:
•

Restrict inbound traffic with the firewall feature to only that which is absolutely
necessary for the services and applications the organization wishes to intentionally
expose, perform NAT, and restrict outbound traffic determined necessary to conduct
business.

•

Inspect the traffic permitted to pass through with the intrusion detection / prevention
feature for malicious intrusion signatures and either report suspicious activity when
operating as an IDS or take preventive measures, such as logging and/or dropping
the suspicious packets, when operating as an IPS

•

Act as a Remote Access VPN Gateway for teleworkers or a site-to-site VPN
Gateway for connections to remote offices or business partners via tunnels through
the Internet
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7.1.1

Firewall
Typical controls implemented by firewalls at the perimeter include, but are, of
course, not limited to:
•

Performing one-to-one NAT from registered, publicly routable IP
addresses in the External zone to private, non-publicly-routable IP
addresses for the Web Server, FTP Server and Proxy E-Mail Server in the
DMZ zone

•

Permitting Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) traffic from the
External zone to the Proxy E-Mail Server in the DMZ zone.

•

Allowing File Transfer Protocol (FTP) traffic from the External zone to
the FTP Server in the DMZ zone.

•

Permitting the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and HTTP Secure
(HTTPS) traffic from the External zone to the Web Server in the DMZ
zone

•

Denying all other traffic from the External zone from entering either the
DMZ or Internal zones

•

Allowing SMTP traffic from the Proxy E-Mail Server in the DMZ Zone
to the internal E-Mail Server in the Internal zone.

•

Permitting Structured Query Language (SQL) traffic from the Web
Server in the DMZ Zone to the Database Server in the Internal zone

•

Prohibiting all other traffic from the DMZ zone from entering either the
Internal or External zones

•

Performing many-to-one or many-to-many NAT from private, nonpublicly-routable IP addresses in the Internal zone to registered, publicly
routable IP addresses in the External zone

•

Using port maps to map HTTP traffic on non-standard ports (ie.
TCP/8000) to the HTTP service so it will be examined by IPS as HTTP
traffic

•

Allowing HTTP and HTTPS traffic from the Internal zone to the DMZ
and External zones

•

Permitting Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traffic from
the Management Server in the Internal zone to the DMZ zone

•

Denying all other traffic from the Internal zone to the DMZ and External
zones
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7.1.2

IDS/IPS
The security controls implemented by an IDS or IPS placed at the perimeter
depend on whether the IDS or IPS is placed on the “outside” (unprotected side)
or “inside” (protected side) of the perimeter firewall.
Note: Implementing the best practice of IDS outside the firewall and IPS
inside the firewall requires an additional TMS zl Module configured in
monitor mode to act as the IDS outside the firewall provided by the first
TMS zl Module that is also providing the IPS inside the firewall.

7.1.2.1 Outside the Perimeter Firewall
Commonly, an IDS placed outside the perimeter firewall is
configured for maximum sensitivity with all signatures and other
detection methods, e.g. anomalous specific protocol behavior and
anomalous IP behavior, enabled in order to provide security
administrators with a sense of the threat level outside the
perimeter where no protective security controls are deployed.
IPSs are not typically deployed outside the perimeter firewall as
they are designed to examine traffic that has already been prescreened by the perimeter firewall. While it is of course possible
to place an IPS outside of the firewall, it will have to perform the
intense examination required to determine whether to take
prevention actions on every packet coming into the perimeter
rather than only on those that have already been pre-screened by
the firewall. This is an ineffective use of resources as firewalls
are designed to be very efficient at screening packets with
relatively little use of CPU and memory resources to do so, while
IPSs must use a comparatively high amount of CPU and memory
resources to perform the intense examination of every packet
necessary to determine whether an intrusion prevention action
should be taken.

7.1.2.2 Inside the Perimeter Firewall
Controls typically implemented by IDSs or IPSs inside the
firewall at the perimeter include detecting (for IDSs) or preventing
(for IPSs) traffic patterns that match signatures for exposed
services, more generic protocol-specific anomalies for exposed
services and generally anomalous traffic patterns. For example:


SMTP-specific: Sendmail Mailing to Files, Sendmail
Bounce to Program, EXPN Overflow, MS SMTP DoS,
Sendmail DoS, Mail Forgery Check, Sendmail Relaying
Allowed, Exchange Malformed MIME Header, Klez
Virus, etc.



FTP-specific: Vulnerable GuildFTP, FTP Bounce
Check, Attempt to Write Beyond FTP Root, FTP
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Directory Traversal Attempt, Windows FTP Guest
Account, etc.


HTTP-specific: PHPNuke Forum SQL Insertion,
Access to Alexa Spyware Site, BEA WebLogic URL
JSP Source Code Disclosure, ColdFusion File
Disclosure, etc.



SQL-specific: IIS BattleAxe Forum SQL Injection,
Oracle 9iAS Portal Demo SQL Injection, All-In-One
Control Panel SQL Injection, etc.



SNMP-specific: SNMP Get Guessable Community,
Network Interface Enumeration, LANMan Services /
Shares / Users Enumeration, Host Process Enumeration,
ARP Table Enumeration, TCP Connections
Enumeration, UDP Listeners Enumeration, etc.



Generic SMTP: Command line < 512 bytes, Checking
recursive boundary depth, Header length < configured
maximum limit



Generic FTP: Command line < 512 bytes



Generic HTTP: Check for URL decoding in URL
request, directory traversal beyond root directory, NULL
method, evasion techniques, user-configurable length of
URL request, user-configurable MIME header size,
user-configurable number of MIME headers, userconfigurable MIME header line length



Generic SNMP: Malformed SNMP message with
wrong ASN.1 types, Check for ASN.1 lengths that
exceed packet length
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7.1.3

VPN Gateway
The TMS zl Module is shown in Figure 4 acting as a Remote Access VPN
Gateway for a teleworker, providing a secure connection over the Internet.

Figure 4: Perimeter Security Control Point Remote Access VPN
Figure 5 shows the TMS zl Module performing as a site-to-site VPN Gateway
for a branch office, also providing a secure connection over the Internet.
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Figure 5: Perimeter Security Control Point site-to-site VPN
Typical controls implemented by VPN Gateways are:

7.2

•

Authentication via Xauth against an internal, local list, RADIUS

•

Source authentication and data integrity through Authentication Header
(IPsec AH)

•

Source authentication, data integrity and confidentiality using
Encapsulating Security Payload (IPsec ESP)

•

Anti-replay with configurable window size of acceptable sequence
number difference

Data Center Security Enclave
The data center, with its concentration of high-value information assets, is another
increasingly common place to layer in additional security controls. The TMS zl Module
can be added to the data center to perform compartmentalization of the different servers
and services that they offer. When located at the boundary between the data center and
the rest of the enterprise network, it can turn the entire data center into a security enclave,
or it can be placed in such a way as to perform both functions as shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6: Data Center Compartmentalization Security Control Point
A security enclave is an even higher security area within the enterprise network. The
conversion of the data center into an enclave is simply one of the more obvious
applications of this concept. In the above figure, the data center has been made into an
enclave with compartments within the enclave. In Figure 7, the entire data center has
been converted into an enclave without compartmentalization within the resulting
enclave:

Figure 7: Data Center Enclave Security Control Point
The HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module can:
•

Use the firewall feature to compartmentalize different types of servers and the
services they offer using different security zones within the data center and/or limit
traffic coming in to the data center to only that required to use the services offered
by designated servers. For example, SNMP Traps going to the Management
Servers, SMB file sharing traffic headed to the File Servers, Active Directory /
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LDAP traffic bound for the Domain Controllers, SQL traffic aimed at the Database
Servers, and any application-specific traffic intended for the Application Servers.
•

Employ the intrusion detection / prevention feature to either alert administrators or
interrupt suspicious traffic signatures, protocol-specific anomalies and general
network anomalies appearing within conversations that pass the data center enclave
firewall or between the compartmentalized zones within the data center.

•

Utilize the VPN Gateway feature to terminate tunnels that must come directly into
the data center. For example, an “Extranet” connection to a strategic partner whose
internal address space overlaps with a portion of the enterprise network’s address
space, but not the data center’s address space that is enabling collaboration on
highly sensitive research and development with details that must be protected even
from the majority of the enterprise’s internal users.

7.2.1

Firewall
Depending on whether the data center is compartmentalized into separate
zones or not, the following 2 scenarios of typical controls implemented by
firewalls in the data center include, but are not limited to the following:
Scenario 1 - Typical firewall controls for a data center compartmentalized
in zones as in Figure 6, above:
Action

Description

From Zone
(Source)

To Zone
(Destination)

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

External

Management

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

External

SMB

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

External

AD

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Permit

Structured Query Language (SQL, TCP/1433
[SQL Server], 1521 [Oracle], 1533 [Informix],
2638 [Sybase], 3306 [mySQL], 5432
[PostgreSQL])

External

SQL

Permit

Unity (UDP/137, 138, 5000-5020, 2280032767 and TCP/80, 135, 139, 443, 445, 3389,
5000-5020, 5060, 5900) and Citrix (TCP/80,
443, 1494, 1604)

External

Apps

Deny

All other traffic

External

AD, Apps,
Management,
SMB, SQL
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Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP, UDP/161)

Apps, SQL,
AD, SMB,
Management

External

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

Management

SMB

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

Management

AD

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Permit

Structured Query Language (SQL, TCP/1433
[SQL Server], 1521 [Oracle], 1533 [Informix],
2638 [Sybase], 3306 [mySQL], 5432
[PostgreSQL])

Management

SQL

Deny

All other traffic from the Mgmt zone from
entering the External, Apps, SQL, AD or
SMB zones

Management

AD, Apps,
External, SMB,
SQL

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

SMB

Management

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

SMB

AD, Apps, SQL

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

SMB

AD

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Deny

All other traffic

SMB

AD, Apps,
External,
Management,
SQL

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

AD

Management

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

AD

SMB

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

AD

Apps, External,
Management,
SMB, SQL

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
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opened.

Deny

All other traffic

AD

Apps, External,
Management,
SMB, SQL

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

SQL

Management

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

SQL

SMB

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

SQL

AD

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Permit

Ports to be determined

SQL

- Using port maps to map SQL traffic on
whatever implementation-specific ports, for
example TCP/1433 for MS SQL Server or
TCP/3306 for mySQL, to the SQL service so
it will be examined by IPS as SQL traffic. For
example, identifying SQL Injection attempts
within conversations on the ports mapped to
the SQL service.

To Be
Determined per
installation
requirements

Note: Although not depicted above, another important use for the port mapping
feature is to map the various TCP ports used for Reverse Telnet sessions via
terminal servers for out-of-band console management of infrastructure devices to
the Telnet service. In other words, Telnet to TCP/2001 is still the Telnet protocol
and should be checked by the IPS for any protocol-specific anomalies and/or
specific signatures.

Deny

All other traffic

SQL

AD, Apps,
External,
Management,
SMB

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

Apps

Management

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

Apps

SMB

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

Apps

AD

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Deny

All other traffic

Apps
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AD, External,
Management,

SMB, SQL

Scenario 2 - Typical firewall controls for a data center as a single,
monolithic enclave, as in Figure 7, above:
Action

Description

From Zone
(Source)

To Zone
(Destination)

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) Traps (UDP/162)

External

Internal

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

External

Internal

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

External

Internal

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Permit

Structured Query Language (SQL, TCP/1433
[SQL Server], 1521 [Oracle], 1533 [Informix],
2638 [Sybase], 3306 [mySQL], 5432
[PostgreSQL])

External

Internal

Permit

Unity (UDP/137, 138, 5000-5020, 2280032767 and TCP/80, 135, 139, 443, 445, 3389,
5000-5020, 5060, 5900) and Citrix (TCP/80,
443, 1494, 1604)

External

Internal

Deny

All other traffic

External

Internal

Permit

Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP, UDP/161)

Internal

External

Permit

Server Message Block (SMB, UDP/135-139,
445 and TCP/135-139, 445)

Internal

External

Permit

Active Directory (AD, UDP/42, 53, 88, 135,
137, 138, 389, 445, 1512 and TCP/42, 53, 88,
135, 137, 139, 389, 445, 636, 1512, 3268,
3269, AD-fixed-port, FRS-fixed-port)

Internal

External

Note: DS-fixed-port and FRS-fixed-port require registry changes on all Global
Catalog, Domain Controller and Member Servers to fix the Directory Services and
File Replication Service ports to single ports vs. the default behavior of fully
dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) that would require TCP/1024-65535 to be
opened.

Permit

H.323 (UDP/1719, TCP/1720) / SIP
(TCP/UDP/5060) / RTP/RTCP (dynamically
assigned, but automatically discerned via
H.323 / SIP Application Layer Gateways)

Internal

External

Deny

All other traffic

Internal

External
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7.2.2

IDS/IPS
Similar to the Perimeter firewall placement scenario, IDS/IPS can be deployed
in data center placements as an IDS and IPS with a minimum of two modules.
The IDS, with a module in monitor mode, is configured to monitor a baseline
of intrusion activity at the outside of the firewall. The IPS, running on the
module shown above in routing mode, is configured to check for protocolspecific intrusion signatures, generic per-protocol anomalies and general IP
protocol anomalies.
•

SNMP-specific: SNMP Get Guessable Community, Network Interface
Enumeration, LANMan Services / Shares / Users Enumeration, Host
Process Enumeration, ARP Table Enumeration, TCP Connections
Enumeration, UDP Listeners Enumeration, etc.

•

H.323-specific: Vulnerability in H.323 Protocol Implementation

•

Citrix-specific: Check for a Citrix Server

•

SQL-specific: IIS BattleAxe Forum SQL Injection, Oracle 9iAS Portal
Demo SQL Injection, All-In-One Control Panel SQL Injection, etc.

•

Active Directory-specific: Microsoft Windows LSASS Buffer Overflow
Attempt

•

SMB-specific: Microsoft SMB ADMIN$ Hidden Share Access, Samba
SMB Share Access by Directory Traversal, Microsoft SMB C$ Hidden
Share Access, etc.

•

VMware-specific: VMware Workstation Create Process and Create
ProcessEx Code Execution, VMware IntraProcessLogging.DLL Arbitrary
File Overwrite Vulnerability, etc.

•

Generic SNMP: Malformed SNMP message with wrong ASN.1 types,
Check for ASN.1 lengths that exceed packet length
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7.2.3

VPN Gateway
The TMS zl Module is shown in Figure 8 performing as a site-to-site VPN
Gateway for a strategic business partner, providing an additional layer of
security to an extranet connection. The perimeter firewall is simply a passthrough point in the VPN tunnel’s path. Any NAT performed by the perimeter
firewall is dealt with through the use of the standard NAT Traversal (NAT-T)
option.
Note: Terminating the tunnel directly in the data center reduces the
partner’s access to the remainder of the enterprise network and also
protects the traffic from potential eavesdropping in the remainder of the
enterprise network, e.g. highly sensitive research and development
activities, activities potentially subject to industrial espionage, etc.

Figure 8: Data Center Security Control Point Extranet VPN
Figure 9 below illustrates another common data center VPN scenario :

Figure 9: Data Center Security Control Point Internal VPN
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In this example, the application servers in the data center, which process PCI
data, are only accessible from outside of their enclave (e.g. from the system
administrator at the headquarters campus) via a VPN connection into the PCI
security enclave within the data center, strictly limiting the scope of PCI
compliance.
Typical controls implemented by VPN Gateways are:

7.3

•

Authentication via Xauth against an internal, local list, RADIUS

•

Source authentication and data integrity through Authentication Header
(IPsec AH)

•

Source authentication, data integrity and confidentiality using
Encapsulating Security Payload (IPsec ESP)

•

Anti-replay with configurable window size of acceptable sequence
number difference

Network Compartmentalization (Multiple security enclaves)
Perimeter security and added security for the Data Center have previously been shown
and discussed in some detail. A third common placement scenario for the TMS zl
Module is to separate, or compartmentalize, portions of the internal, trusted network and
create multiple security enclaves. There are many business reasons to compartmentalize
the network, including IT governance, regulatory compliance, malware outbreak
containment, and isolation of higher risk activities from mission-critical and/or sensitivedata activities. Each of these business cases comes down to a permutation of information
security risk mitigation.
The following diagrams will show a number of possible compartmentalization designs,
but, due to the number of possibilities, detailed examination of the firewall policies,
IDS/IPS specific signatures, protocol-specific anomalies and general IP anomalies will
not be provided with each of the example architectures.
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Figure 10: Wired/Wireless Compartmentalization / Data Center / Perimeter
Security Control Point
Note: While multiple LAN switches are depicted above for visual clarity, the
above topology could be implemented via a single physical switch using separate
VLANs for each of the “clouds.”
Figure 10, above, depicts a single TMS zl Module acting as traditional perimeter
security, also as additional monolithic Data Center security, and compartmentalizing the
wireless portion of the network from the wired portion of the network.
Compartmentalizing wireless portions of the network from the wired portions of the
network is a common requirement in any industry segment subject to the requirements of
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), e.g. Retail and Hospitality
/ Entertainment sectors.
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Figure 11: Wired/Wireless Compartmentalization / Data Center
Compartmentalization / Perimeter Security Control Point
Note: As in the previous figure, multiple LAN switches are depicted above for
visual clarity but the above topology could be implemented via a single physical
switch using separate VLANs for each of the “clouds” and two different VLANs
for the two distinct security zones shown within the Data Center “cloud.”
Figure 11, above, shows a variation on the previously shown scenario. It shows the TMS
zl Module acting as traditional perimeter security, compartmentalizing the wireless
portions of the network from the wired portions and adding additional security to the data
center, but this time there is additional compartmentalization within the data center by
server type. For example, file servers in one zone and database servers in a different
zone.
It is worth considering at this point that, while the above examples are careful to point out
that a single TMS zl Module is capable of simultaneously fulfilling all three of its most
common placement scenarios ( e.g. Perimeter, Data Center and Compartmentalization), it
is exceptionally uncommon for an enterprise network to not have redundant firewalls.
The TMS zl Module supports High Availability in Active-Standby configuration. There
is no requirement to purchase an additional TMS zl Module, but it is a best practice
recommended by HP ProCurve to avoid the single point of failure represented by only
having a single unit.
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Figure 12: Multinational Compartmentalization Security Control Point(s)
As shown above, in Figure 12, a multinational corporation might choose to
compartmentalize its network along geographical or continental boundaries. As
transoceanic bandwidth carries a very high recurring operating expense,it would be
prudent to be proactive in preventing the consumption of such expensive bandwidth by a
malware outbreak that begins in one geographical region and spreads to other regions
over those same expensive, transoceanic links.
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Figure 13: Campus Compartmentalization Security Control Point(s)
The TMS zl Module, of course, doesn’t have to simultaneously fulfill all of its possible
roles. In Figure 13, above, a single TMS zl Module is acting as both traditional
perimeter security and is compartmentalizing a college campus network into the campus
administration portion, the business college portion, and the computer science college
portion where higher-risk activities such as virus and other malware research might be
conducted. In this scenario it is a prudent information security risk mitigation to add the
extra security controls of the firewall and IPS features between the higher-risk computer
science portion of the campus network and the lower-risk business activities in the
business college and campus administration portion of the campus network.
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Figure 14: Functional Compartmentalization Security Control Point(s)
The example shown above in Figure 14 is a layered security variation on the
Perimeter/Compartmentalization college campus network scenario shown previously. In
this example, a corporate network is protected by one TMS zl Module at its perimeter
with that module’s Internal zone being the same VLAN as the External zone of an
additional TMS zl Module that provides another layer of security control to the corporate
network. This implementation compartmentalizes the higher-risk Research and
Development portion of the corporate network from the sensitive-data residing in the
Human Resources and Accounting portions of the corporate network.

7.3.1

Firewall
The basic guiding principle of a firewall is that of least privilege. Ideally, only
network traffic between security zones that has a legitimate, documented-inthe-security-policy business need to traverse the zone boundary at the firewall
should be permitted. In specific policy terms, this typically translates to
identifying application components residing in one or more zones. This
includes the specific network communications between internal or external
users of that application and each application component. This may also
include the specific network communications needs between components of an
application that reside in different security zones. All other traffic should be
prohibited.
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A common example is the typical n-tier database-driven web site. The web
server front-end (often Apache or IIS) sits in the DMZ security zone. The
database server (frequently Oracle, mySQL or SQL Server) is sited within the
data center security zone or a more specific database servers security zone
within multiple zones in the data center. A policy with rules for permitting
HTTP (TCP/80) traffic originating from the External security zone passing into
the DMZ security zone must be created to allow the necessary first tier
network communications between the Internet end users and the web server
front-end component of this n-tier application. Another policy with rules
permitting SQL traffic (TCP/1521 for Oracle, TCP/3306 for mySQL,
TCP/1433 and possibly UDP/1434 for SQL Server) originating from the frontend web server in the DMZ security zone passing into the internal, data center
or specific Database-Servers security zone must be created to allow the
necessary second tier communications between the web server front-end
application component and the database server back-end application
component. In the event of e-Commerce support this scenario may also
involve a middle tier with a transaction processor, for example, BEA Tuxedo
or Microsoft Transaction Server.

7.3.2

IDS/IPS
The fundamental principle involved with Intrusion Detection/Prevention is to
decide whether passive detection and reporting is sufficient or if active
prevention, and potential undesired interference with legitimate application
traffic, is desired. Next, the system needs to be “tuned” to address the security
concerns while eliminating “noise.” Active intrusion prevention requires
operation in routing mode. Passive intrusion detection and reporting is
provided by a TMS zl Module operating in monitor mode. Passive intrusion
detection is also possible in routing mode by configuring all actions to allow
traffic.
Once the requisite operating mode has been determined, the module
configured, signature update subscriptions have been enabled, and intrusion
signatures successfully downloaded for the first time, the system may require
tuning. In monitor (IDS) mode, tuning involves deciding what traffic gets
mirrored to the module, disabling a signature or adjusting settings for any
protocol-specific anomaly that is generating a large number of “false positives”
in the logs. In routing (IPS) mode, it involves similar configuration changes as
in IDS mode to avoid incorrectly preventing the flow of legitimate application
traffic. An additional, large-scale tuning mechanism on the TMS zl Module is
the configurability of actions to be taken on the predefined threat levels of the
intrusion signatures, though generally, the defaults provided will be sufficient.
Unlike the firewall, it is not possible to only apply selected intrusion signatures
or protocol-specific anomaly detection parameters to traffic traversing between
specific zones. Disabling an intrusion signature or tuning a protocol-specific
anomaly identification parameter is done globally, and so the benefits (ie. false
positives vs elimination of legitimate traffic being blocked) must be carefully
weighed against any additional information security risks possibly incurred by
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the modification, regardless of the theoretical source and destination security
zones.
See Chapter 6, “Intrusion Detection and Prevention,” of the HP ProCurve
Threat Management Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide
for detailed information on how to enable the intrusion subsystem, register
your signature update subscription, disable individual signatures and tune
protocol-specific anomaly settings. If absolutely necessary and the potential
risks are well-understood, steps are provided on how to modify the actions
taken for all intrusion signatures predefined for a given threat level.

7.3.3

VPN Gateway
The following figure displays a compartmentalization usage for the TMS zl
Module’s VPN gateway security control feature. Regulatory compliance, such
as HIPAA Private Health Information (PHI), and industry self-regulation
directives, like the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS),
have made it an increasingly common business strategy for those organizations
affected to implement security enclaves at the application edge for sensitive
information. For example, “credit card swipe” point-of-sale machines in
remote stores can be connected via encrypted VPN tunnels over the enterprise
network to another security enclave for the hosts in the organization’s data
center that process this sensitive information. In its simplest conceptual form,
this is a sensitive information compartment connected to another sensitive
information compartment via an encrypted tunnel, effectively creating a
sensitive information “overlay” network on top of the overall enterprise
network.

Figure 15: Compartmentalization Security Control Point(s) VPN
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In addition to tunnels providing secure access for administrators of senstive
information processing hosts as previously shown in Figure 9: Data Center
Security Control Point Internal VPN, the tunnels from the remote sensitive
information enclaves back to the data center can also be joined into this
protected network.
See Chapter 7, “Virtual Private Networks,” of the HP ProCurve Threat
Management Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide for
detailed information on how to configure IKE policies, IPsec proposals, IPsec
policies, LT2P over IPsec, GRE tunnels, and the necessary firewall policies to
support various VPN tunnel permutations to pass through.
Note: In some of the above TMS zl Module use cases, a Network Address
Translation (NAT) configuration may also need to be included in the
firewall configuration to properly pass traffic. This would very often be
the case for the Perimeter design presented earlier. For more information
on this topic, see Chapter 5, “Network Address Translation,” of the HP
ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management and
Configuration Guide. In addition, Section 10 of this document contains a
couple of simple examples using NAT with screenshots of the
configuration screens.
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8.0 Deployment Considerations
8.1

Overview
To develop the specific configuration requirements to implement the TMS zl Module to
secure a customer’s network, some level of a company security policy is required. Since
situations will arise where existing security policies may be non-existent or not extensive
enough, this section will provide basic guidelines to assist in creating a set of rules that
will be used to develop a security design to be implemented on the TMS zl Module.
These rules will be the net result of actual business requirements placed on the network
infrastructure to achieve the desired data protection.
The primary goal of a security policy is to define rules and mechanisms to identify and
prevent the potential misuse of, or compromise of the integrity of organizational data,
networks or computer systems. In addition, it should define policies and procedures that
protect the reputation of the organization by fulfilling legal and ethical responsibilities
with regards to the IT Infrastructure, including systems, company networks and
connectivity to outside networks.
The following are additional considerations to review with customer IT management:
•

It should be noted that open communication with the customer IT staff is critical to
ensure they have a proper grasp of specifically what will be secured as part of the
TMS zl Module deployment as they will have the ownership of maintaining this
solution after implementation.

•

It is ultimately the responsibility of the IT staff to develop proper ongoing
monitoring, alerting, assessment, end-user education and control processes to ensure
that sensitive information is being protected appropriately. A monitoring solution
should be implemented to allow for logging and alerting of key activities that relate
to protecting the network. Minimum suggested events to capture should include
date and time of all logon attempts, logon failures, successful logon and logoff, and
may include system startup and change activities.

•

A separate logging server should be used to capture syslog events from the TMS zl
Module. This will provide for proper visibility of important events and also provide
historical information needed in the occurrence of a security event. A certain date
range of logs may also be required to comply with certain regulations. HP
ProCurve Manager Plus (PCM+) with Network Immunity Manager (NIM) can
provide this capability along with the ability to perform GUI management of one or
many TMS zl Modules.

•

Although it is outside the scope of the responsibilities of this implementation, if a
comprehensive security policy does not exist, it should be stressed that it is very
important for their organization to have such a written IT security policy. The
policy should be of sufficient detail to provide a foundation for defining the required
components to allow for proper security design and enforcement.

•

Beyond the technical portion of the security policy addressed by the TMS zl
Module, it should also be noted that a proper security solution does not rely on only
one method of protection, such as a network device (technology). To be truly
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effective, a security policy needs to include multiple other areas of security such as
proper door locks on IT equipment rooms (physical) or using a Kensington lock on
all laptops (procedural).
•

Although not infrastructure related, proper authentication policies should be in place
to ensure access to network resources can be properly controlled and logged. This
should include a requirement for each user to have a unique login account. For
access to high-risk or confidential information, a two-factor authentication policy
should be in effect, or at a minimum, enforcing strong passwords should be
required. The password policy should also include changing default passwords on
all devices to the appropriate level of complexity.

8.2 Identify any existing policies
Assuming the current IT management understands the intended purpose of the
installation of the TMS zl Module into the network, the next step is to identify and review
any existing IT and security policies. Reviewing these policies will allow you to
determine the current security posture of the organization and whether the proper areas
have been addressed to allow a set of technical security rules to be developed based on
the business rules expressed in those policies. Existing policies should allow you to gain
an understanding of any security related expectations the company has communicated to
IT staff and end-users on the appropriate and inappropriate use of the information assets
and IT resources.
Some examples of IT policies would be: data classification, computer use policy, Internet
use policy, data encryption policy, guest network access policy, remote access policy
(Terminal Server, VPN, PDA, Webmail, etc.), physical security policy, etc.
Discussions with IT staff may be required to fully understand these policies. Additional
discussions may be necessary with individuals outside of the IT department as security
and IT policies have an impact company-wide and may require involving managers from
other functional departments. The goal of these discussions should be to identify specific
risks to the organization if different types of specific data are accessed or viewed by
various groups of individuals – both within and outside the network boundaries.

8.3 Identifying Information Assets To Be Protected
Company data needs to be grouped into categories requiring different levels of
protection. The first step to accomplish this will involve discussions with both company
management and IT staff to identify the business information assets that are supported by
the IT infrastructure. Then discussions with knowledgable IT staff will be required to
determine which servers host these specific organizational information assets and where
they are physically and logically located. The Information Assets tab of the sample
“Company Information Assets” spreadsheet in Appendix B can be used as a template of
the type of information that will be required for this step.
Although there are many terms to identify levels of data sensitivity, the following
example “data classifications” will be used for this discussion:
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•

•

•

High Risk – Information assets noted in compliancy legislation (HIPAA, PCI, etc.)
that require prevention of improper disclosure or financial penalties in the event of
such disclosure. Information may also be considered “high risk” if disclosure could
cause severe damage to the organization or if there are other company policies that
deem it to be considered “sensitive” such as payroll, personnel, financial and legal
information.
Confidential – Information assets that are business critical but may not cause loss to
the organization if externally disclosed but should still be protected from
unauthorized access and disclosure. Some examples would be Sales and Marketing
forecasts or business plans. Other examples could include sensitive IT Information
such as network designs, configurations and user accounts.
Public – Information assets that can be freely accessible and distributed by any enduser. A rule-of-thumb for information deemed public is the “Headline rule” – that
you wouldn’t mind reading this information as a front-page newspaper headline.

In the absence of a sufficiently detailed company security policy, a “Company
Information Assets” document must be created listing all “High-risk” and “Confidential”
organizational data to be addressed as part of this project. This should be based on
discussions with company staff and must include the server that hosts each information
asset. Detailed server information also needs to be gathered and should include
hostname, operating system, installed applications, local application and data storage
locations, any local accounts, IP address(es), physical location, physical network
connectivity and interdependencies with other servers on or outside of the network.
As part of your initial discovery, some basic level of research should be performed
focusing on the specific customer industry to identify any regulatory requirements that
may be related to their type of business or market. The areas of data requiring protection
could vary widely depending on the industry supported by the network infrastructure and
may include specific legal compliancy requirements such as PCI, HIPAA, GLBA, FIPS,
etc.
If findings from this research identify areas of potential exposure beyond what can be
addressed through the proposed solution, additional discussions with IT management
may be necessary to ensure a proper solution is implemented.
Based on any existing policies and discussions with company staff, the organizational
information assets should be grouped into the data classifications categories listed above.
Once developed, this initial version of the “Company Information Assets” document
should be reviewed with the appropriate customer contacts for final validation of
accuracy and completeness. HP ProCurve recommends that the professional services
delivery organization have the customer sign-off on this document as having accurately
captured all “High-risk” and “Confidential” information assets that require protection.
See Appendix B “Sample Company Information Assets” for a spreadsheet that can be
used to capture this information. To complete this section all columns should be
completed except the “Application Network Details” column which will be completed in
later steps of this process.
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8.4 Correlating Network Listeners with Server Processes
Now that we have a list of applications and the servers that they run on, the next step is to
identify the actual network communication specifics used by each application. Any
existing application or network documentation should be gathered and consulted to assist
in identifying network details and interactivity between servers. The software
manufacturers’ web sites may also provide additional information that can be consulted
for this process. Keep in mind that application default network ports may be changed for
the specific environment so all information should be verified with the IT team. Any
current switch ACLs should also be identified and details captured as part of the
information used in developing the security rules for this installation.
To perform this discovery will require using tools to reveal the network details used by
various applications running on each server. For this discussion, we will be using TCP
View, Process Explorer and research from Internet search engines to help complete the
picture. For Unix servers, other utilities such as PS LSOF can also be used for this
process. TCP View and Process Explorer are Windows-based tools from
Microsoft/Sysinternals and are available for download from Microsoft’s web site. More
information on these tools is available in Appendix C. We will not go into detailed
instructions on these tools so be sure to read the descriptions before using these
programs. These are taken from the included “Help files” and provide a very good, brief
explanation of the capabilities and intent of the programs and some basics on how to use
them.
For this next step, we will be utilizing the “Company Information Assets” information
gathered earlier. This should include a completed list of servers – including all required
fields of information in the example in Appendix B for each server and each application
running on each server. You may choose to use the “Company Information Assets”
spreadsheet in Appendix B of this document as a template for assembling this
information. The goal of this process is to identify ALL network traffic running on each
server, including identification of protocol and port for each type of traffic.
Launch the TCP View application logged in as an administrator level account if possible.
Immediately you will see many processes running on the server. It is possible to “copy”
the information displayed on screen for each running process. Right-click on a process,
then “Copy” and “Paste” them into your spreadsheet to capture the details. You can do
this for each process listed.
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This is a sample of what TCP View will show for each process using TCP/IP on the
server:

Next, determine the related application or purpose of the specific process. This can be
performed by various means that could include:
•

TCP View Properties (double-clicking a process)

•

Process Explorer (double-clicking a process or Right-click and select Search
Online)

•

Standard Internet search for the process

•

Reviewing application manuals

•

Reviewing the application’s web and/or support site

•

Contacting the applications’ vendor

After researching each process, make sure to note the appropriate details. This step
needs to be repeated for each server.

8.5 Designing Security Controls
It should be apparent by now that we have been gathering the specific details and
requirements to set the groundwork for creating our final list of security controls to
implement. It is important that sufficient depth of research was performed during each of
the previous steps to ensure that the foundational information is complete and accurate
before taking these final steps.
Next we need to define the required TMS Zones to be used for this implementation.
Zones are logical groupings of TMS VLANs that have similar security needs or levels of
trust. Keep the following points in mind as you develop your design:
•

It is NOT required that all VLANs be put into a TMS Zone

•

A TMS VLAN can be associated with only one zone at a time

•

You can create up to 19 VLAN associations

•

You can configure policies that apply to all members of a zone generally, or you
can configure more granular policies that apply only to some of the members of a
zone. For example, if TMS VLANs 20 and 30 are associated with the same zone,
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you can create separate access policies for controlling the traffic to and from each
VLAN.
•

If you plan to create many different policies for different TMS VLANs, it might
be easier to associate the VLANs with different zones. For example, you could
associate VLANs in your private network with three separate zones: Zone1
contains the server VLAN 10; Zone2 contains user VLAN 20, which is for regular
employees; and Zone3 contains user VLAN 30, which is for guests.

As seen in the following image, TMS Zone configuration requires identification of which
VLANs will be assigned to the Zone and the gateway IP address and Subnet Mask. Since
we now have visibility to and an understanding of the network design specifics, we need
to assign VLANs to appropriate TMS Zones. The “Company Information Assets”
spreadsheet in Appendix B includes a tab for creating your custom TMS Zone table and
provides a sample list based on the “Compartmentalization” security design discussed in
Section 7.3 of this document. The logic is straightforward – make sure that you have
each VLAN in an appropriate TMS Zone to allow for the required management of
network traffic to and from that VLAN.

The final step before configuration of the TMS zl Module is to create a list of security
controls to be implemented. When protecting an environment using the TMS zl
Module, security controls can include firewall rules, IDS/IPS configuration requirements
and/or traffic encryption (VPN) requirements. After completing the list of network
details for each server and application, review the details with the IT staff. The
discussion should be to confirm accuracy and completeness. This is also the right
opportunity to determine the appropriate user groups, level of access and any access
timeframes required for each listed application. Any need for encryption (VPN) and/or
IDS/IPS protection should also be identified.
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Developing specific Virtual Private Network (VPN) requirements will not be addressed
in this document but typically encompass identifying network traffic paths that require
encryption. The details gathered from research and discussion with the customer IT staff
will provide the foundation for identifying a need (or not) for VPNs to properly protect
this customer’s information assets. Encryption may be required due to the type of traffic,
such as credit card transaction traffic, or due to paths the traffic will take, such as a
remote office connecting to the central datacenter over a public Internet connection.
More information on VPNs using the TMS zl Module is covered in Section 10 of this
document and in Section 7 of the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module
Management and Configuration Guide. For additional information on Virtual Private
Network concepts, you can refer to materials such as “Virtual Private Networks”
published by O’Reilly.
Specific IDS/IPS design requirements will also not be discussed in depth in this
document. However, now that a significant level of information has been gathered on the
network design and protection requirements for this customer, this data can be used to
determine if and what type of an IDS/IPS solution is appropriate. To avoid unexpected
application communication issues, it is important to a have proper level of understanding
of each application and its interaction with other network resources. Specific legitimate
network traffic may trigger a “false positive” by some IDS/IPS detection patterns causing
it to be incorrectly detected or prevented as an “intrusion.” Because of this, it is
important that server and TMS logs are reviewed and any anomalies are investigated after
implementation or whenever additional signatures are enabled. For further discussion on
this topic, see Section 6 of the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module
Management and Configuration Guide.
The last topic covered in this section is developing a set of firewall rules that provide
proper level of protection for network traffic flowing between the configured TMS
Zones. Caution should be taken in defining and implementing firewall rules, especially
for internal server communication. Due to the high amount of internal server
communication, over-restrictive rules can lead to unintended blocking of access to
servers. This could adversely impact end-user access or important server security
communication such as access to Windows Active Directory. It is important to be sure
that the table of network details has been verified using tools ran against each server,
such as Process Explorer and TCP View, versus only taking port information from
product manuals. Keep in mind that once rules are put in place to restrict
communication to and from each server, that nothing other than what is explicitly
allowed will be able to reach the server. If a key network port is not included in the rules,
the server communication will not be permitted to pass. One common area that is
overlooked is the Active Directory communication that happens for all servers joined to
an AD domain. If the server cannot reach a Domain Controller, the server may
eventually “tombstone” in Active Directory. This can lead to client access to the server
being denied, among other issues. To help avoid this type of situation, in addition to
application-level validation activities, the OS and application event logs of servers should
be reviewed for a period of time after these rules are implemented to ensure that no
anomalies arise.
Based on the information gathered in previous steps, we should now have a solid
understanding of the specific requirements needed to determine specific firewall rules for
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this implementation. The Firewall Rules tab of the “Company Information Assets”
spreadsheet in Appendix B can be used as a reference and to capture the requirements for
each rule. Every cell should be completed for all columns for each Information Asset
including the appropriate TMS Zone identified earlier in this section. Again, on
completion of this step, make sure to review these rules with the customer IT staff for
confirmation of accuracy and completeness. You may also include a signature from the
customer at the bottom of the firewall rules page as part of the review process with the IT
staff to re-enforce their ownership of this process.
For additional information on the TMS zl Module firewall features, see Chapter 4,
“Firewall,” of the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management
and Configuration Guide. This provides detailed information on how to configure
firewall policy rules to restrict traffic to only that explicitly permitted by the enterprise’s
written security policy.
Depending on the specific network design, NAT configuration may also need to be
included in the firewall configuration to properly pass traffic. See Chapter 5, “Network
Address Translation,” of the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module
Management and Configuration Guide for more details on configuring NAT policy rules.
These policies control the conditions under which source IP address, destination IP
address and/or destination TCP/UDP port will be translated or excluded from translation.
An example would be the translation of a private, non-routable RFC 1918 IP address for
a web server in the DMZ security zone into a public, routable IP address so that it may be
accessed, with appropriate firewall and other security controls, by Internet users. In
addition, Section 10 of this document contains a couple of simple examples using NAT
with screenshots of the configuration screens.
We are now ready to move on to Section 9: Installation and Preparation of the TMS zl
Module to have our module isntalled in the switch. Then, in Section 10: Configuration of
the TMS zl Module, we go through the configuration steps for some design scenarios.
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9.0 Installation and Preparation of the TMS zl Module
In brief review, we have gathered a conceptual understanding of the TMS zl Module, we have a more
in-depth understanding of common placement scenarios for the TMS zl Module, we have gained an
awareness of HP ProCurve best practices recommendations, and we have stepped through a discovery
and planning methodology accounting for different placement scenarios and features. We are now ready
to physically install and begin configuring the module(s).

9.1

Installing the ProCurve Threat Management Services zl
Module
While more detailed information is available in the HP ProCurve TMS zl Module
manuals, this section provides a condensed, only-what-you-need-to-know process for
installing and configuring. You can consult both the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide and especially the HP
ProCurve Switch Threat Management Services zl Module Installation and Getting
Started Guide for more additional details around this topic.

9.1.1

Updating Switch Software
HP ProCurve recommends that the switch software first be updated to an
image that supports the TMS zl Module. At the time this document was
written, that was K.13.51 and above.
As shown below, the show modules command in a switch running too early of
a version of software will not properly recognize the installed TMS zl Modules

Show software version using show version.

Show software version using show flash.
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This is the show modules command run from the
serial console session. Note that devices in Slot C and
G show “Failed.”

This is the show modules command run from an
SSH remote management session. Note that devices
in Slot C and G show “Failed.”
For specific steps on updating switch software, see Appendix D - Updating
Switch Software.
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9.1.2

Physical Installation
As previously demonstrated, if the TMS zl Module is installed prior to
updating the switch software to an image that supports it, the module will
power up but will be inaccessible until the switch software is updated and the
chassis rebooted. HP ProCurve recommends that the switch software be
updated to a supported image prior to physical installation.
Physical installation is detailed in Section 1 of the HP ProCurve Switch Threat
Management Services zl Module Installation and Getting Started Guide. An
abbreviated version is included here for convenience.
The following factors need to be considered to determine which slot(s) to
install the TMS zl Module(s) into to maintain proper maximum operating
temperature for the host switch:
•

In 5400zl-series switches the maximum operating temperature of the
switch to host a TMS zl Module is impacted depending on the slot in
which it will be installed. Due to the cooling design of the 5400-series
products, TMS zl Modules can be supported in left-hand slots (when
looking at the front of the switch, i.e. A, C, E, etc.), at a higher
maximum operating temperature than when installed in right-hand slots
(when looking at the front of the switch, i.e. B, D, F, etc.). If all TMS
zl Modules are installed in left-hand slots, the switch’s maximum
operating temperature is 50° C / 122° F. If any TMS zl Modules are
installed in right-hand slots, the switch’s maximum operating
temperature is 40° C / 104° F.

•

A 5406zl chassis has only three left hand slots. In order to stay within
the 50°C / 122° F temperature specification, only three TMS zl
Modules are supported in this chassis.

•

For the 8200zl switch series, the maximum operating temperature
specification is 40°C / 104° F up to the maximum supported 4 TMS zl
Modules in any slot combination.

Taking the previous maximum operating temperature information into
consideration along with other considerations (e.g. available slots in the
chassis) choose which slot into which the TMS zl Module will be installed. As
with any exposed electronics, be sure to take proper electrostatic discharge
precautions while handling the TMS zl Module during physical installation. A
Torx T-10 or flat-bladed screwdriver may be needed to unscrew the screws in
the blank adapter currently over the slot where the module is to be installed.
Handle the module by its metal faceplate, taking care not to touch the
components on the board or the backplane contacts. Also remember that, like
all HP ProCurve switch modules, the TMS zl Module uses low-insertion-force
connectors so high-insertion forces are unnecessary and if used, are more
likely to damage the module. Remove the blank adapter currently over the slot
where the module is to be installed, open the extractor handles on the TMS zl
module, insert the module with the board edges aligned with the guides in the
slot, slide it into the slot until it is fully inserted and the contacts have begun to
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engage. Once the contacts have engaged, use the extractor handles to finish
seating the module completely and tighten the screws.
After the module is installed and powered on, the switch’s Test LED should
come on briefly while the module is undergoing self-test (if the module was
installed with the switch powered down, the Test LED will stay on for the
duration of the switch self-test, not just the TMS zl Module self-test), the
switch’s Fault LED should stay off, and the switch’s Module Status LED for
the slot in which the TMS zl Module is installed should stay on. The module’s
HDD and CF Status LEDs should come on after successful initialization and
the module’s Module Status LED should flash green after successful
initialization. This LED will stay this way as long as the module is booted to
the Service Operating System, but will be solid green when the TMS product
software is ready.

9.2

Preparing the TMS zl Module for Configuration
Now that the module has been installed, the next steps are to acquire the activation
hardware ID from the Service OS context, generate an activation license key on the My
ProCurve portal, install the activation license key on the module, and access the Product
OS context for the first `.

9.2.1

Ensure switch time is set properly
It is important to ensure that the host switch has accurate date and time as the
TMS zl Module derives its time information from the host switch.
There are many features in the TMS zl Module that are dependent on this date
and time. Inaccurate date and time can complicate access and some
configuration steps that are dependent on certificatates, which reference key
dates. Security logs require accurate date and time stamps to allow for
comparison to other devices and security events. In addition scheduled access
policies will not be properly applied if the time and date are not correct on the
switch.
For steps on how to configure your switch to communicate with a time server,
see the “TimeP Time Synchronization” section of the HP ProCurve Series
3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches, 6200yl Switch, and Series 8200zl
Switches Management and Configuration Guide.

9.2.2

Service Operating System
The TMS zl Module has two operating contexts, Service OS and Product OS.
The Service OS context is used for basic setup and maintenance, and is
accessed from the switch command line via the services {TMS-zl-Moduleslot} 1 command (e.g. services c 1). After entering this command, the prompt
should change from {switch-hostname}# to {switchhostname}(services-module-{TMS-zl-Module-slot}:HD)#.
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Once in the Service OS context, issue the licenses hardware-id activation
command to display the activation hardware ID that will be needed, along with
the product registration ID, to generate the activation license key on the My
ProCurve portal.

Make note of the activation hardware ID. HP ProCurve recommends copying
and pasting the activation hardware ID into a text file to avoid manual
transcription errors in the next step.

9.2.3

Activating the TMS Application
Additional details and screenshots may be found in Appendix D of the HP
ProCurve Switch Threat Management Services zl Module Installation and
Getting Started Guide, but activating the product is accomplished by:
1. Browsing to https://my.procurve.com.
2. Logging in (create a new user account if necessary).
3. Click My Software.
4. Click Device Software License.
5. Enter the Registration ID number that came on the card included with the
product in the Registration ID field and click the Next button.
6. Enter the Activation Hardware ID number (from the Service OS license
hardware-id activation command, above) in the Hardware ID field and
click the Next button.
7. Check the box next to “I agree to the license terms” and click the Generate
License button.
8. Copy the activation license key displayed in the resulting screen. HP
ProCurve recommends pasting it to a text file and saving in the event there
is any difficulty in next step.
9. Return to the Service OS command line and issue the command licenses
install activation {activation-license-key}.
The product is now activated. The installation of the license may be confirmed
with the show licenses command. When ready to proceed, issue the boot
product command to start the Product OS.

9.2.4

Accessing the TMS Product
Now that the product has been successfully activated, we can now access the
“Product OS” context. This is where the actual Threat Management Services
product is accessed via the switch command line via the services {TMS-zlModule-slot} 2 command (e.g. services c 2).
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The TMS zl Module is now ready for initial configuration.

9.2.5

Initial Log Settings
Logging is a key factor to completing a secure configuration and provides a
foundation for analyzing security events or network troubleshooting. The
following should be used as a baseline log configuration for a TMS zl Module
installation. Each specific installation will have different configuration needs
to meet the requirements of the unique infrastructure. For more details on log
configuration, see see the Configure Event Logging sections in either the
Initial Setup in Routing Mode or Initial Setup in Monitor Mode chapters of
the HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management and
Configuration Guide.

9.2.5.1 Log Overview
There are four mechanisms for logging security events that the TMS zl Module
detects:
•

Local logging—The module keeps its own internal logs, which may be
exported to a compressed .tar file.

•

Email forwarding—The module can send alerts to as many as three
email accounts.

•

Syslog forwarding—The module can forward log entries to up to three
syslog servers.

•

SNMP traps—The module can forward SNMP traps to one or more
SNMP servers, such as ProCurve Manager Plus (PCM+).

Log entries are sent from the following sources:
•

Security systems (firewall, IPS, VPN, high availability)

•

Open architecture system

•

Startup scripts (initialization, reboot)

•

Management systems (Web browser, CLI, SNMP)

•

Common services (DHCP relay, DNS client, TFTP, SCP, RADIUS
client, LDAP client, and others)

To view or export local logs, select System > Logging > View Log.
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System > Logging > View Log Window
In this window, you can see a real-time list of events for the TMS zl Module’s
operation.
To filter the logs that are displayed in this window, select and clear the
appropriate check boxes under Filter. For example, to see logs of minor
severity, complete the following steps.
1. Under Filter, select the Severity check box.
2. Select is for the type of filter.
3. Select Minor for the filter severity.
4. Click Apply filter. Only events with minor severity art displayed on
the window.
To export a copy of the local log, click Export log. Your browser will save
the .tgz file according to browser settings. The .tgz file is a compressed archive
that contains a space-delimited .tar file that you can read with Windows
Notepad or an equivalent text reader. You can also import the .tar file into a
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spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel. It is a good idea to name the
log file after the date on which it was created. For example, if the log was
created on November 3, 2009, type 2009-11-03.tgz.

9.2.5.2 Configure Log Settings
The TMS zl Module automatically classifies events according to severity.
Event severity levels are listed below from most severe to least severe:
•

Critical

•

Major

•

Minor

•

Warning

•

Information

To avoid forwarding too many duplicate messages, the TMS zl Module will
forward only one log message for a particular event within a specified time
limit. Duplicate messages within that limit will be counted but not forwarded.
The module will send the duplicate message tally when it has the maximum
number of duplicates or when the specified time limit expires, whichever
comes first.
When you first set up the TMS zl Module, you can change the default setting
of 500 messages per 600 seconds. At first, you want to receive a relatively high
number of duplicates; however, these messages should help you troubleshoot
the module and get an idea of how it functions. Later, you can set the values to
send only the number of duplicates that is helpful to you.
To configure log settings, follow these steps:
1. Select System > Logging and click the Settings tab.

System > Logging > Settings Window
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2. From the list, select the lowest severity level of the messages that you
want to forward.
3. In the space provided, type the number of duplicate messages that you
want to occur before a tally message is forwarded.

Duplicate Message Text Box
4. In the space provided, type the number of seconds that you want to pass
before a tally message is forwarded.

Time Limit Text Box
5. Click Apply My Changes.
6. Click Save.

9.2.5.3 Configure Email Forwarding
To forward event logs to email accounts, select System > Logging and click
the Email Forwarding tab.

System > Logging > Email Forwarding Window
1. Select the Enable email forwarding check box.
2. For Email Server, type the IP address or FQDN of the email server.
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3. For From Email Address, type the email address that will appear in the
From field. This address does not need to be valid, it only needs to be in
the format username@domain.tld.
4. For To Email Address, type up to three email addresses that will
receive the event logs.
5. Optionally, for User Name and User Password, type the username and
password of the administrator account of the email server.
6. Click Apply My Changes.
7. Click Save.

9.2.5.4 Configure Syslog Forwarding
To forward event logs to a syslog server, select System > Logging and click
the Syslog Forwarding tab. You can add up to three entries.

System > Logging > Syslog Forwarding Window
1. Select the Enable syslog forwarding check box.
2. Click Add Syslog Server. The Add Syslog Server window is
displayed.

Add Syslog Server Window
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3. For Address, type the IP address or FQDN of the syslog server.
4. For Port, type the port number of the syslog server. The well-known
port for syslog is 514.
5. From the Facility list, select the facility from which the events will be
sent.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Save.

9.2.5.5 Configure SNMP Traps
SNMP traps are unsolicited messages that are sent by managed devices to alert
you about specific events. For example, you can use PCM+ to manage the
TMS zl Module by specifying PCM+ as a trap destination.
The TMS zl Module supports the standard MIB-II, the IF-MIB, and a
proprietary MIB that is particular to the operation of the TMS zl Module.
Note: If you configure SNMP traps from the PCM+ interface instead of
from the TMS zl Module interface, the module will send only the MIB-II
and IF-MIB traps to the PCM+ server, not the proprietary MIB traps. The
proprietary MIB can be found in the help files on the module.
To configure SNMP traps, select System > Logging and click the SNMP
Traps tab.

System > Logging > SNMP Traps Window
To enable SNMP traps, do one or both of the following:
•

Select the Enable SNMPv2 traps check box.

•

Select the Enable SNMPv3 traps check box.

To add an SNMPv2 trap destination (such as PCM+), complete the following
steps:
1. Under Enable SNMPv2 traps, click Add another destination. The
Add SNMPv2 Destination window is displayed.
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Add SNMPv2 Destination Window
2. For Server Address, type the IP address or FQDN of the SNMP
server. For example, if you are using PCM+, you would enter the IP
address or FQDN of the server running PCM+.
3. For Community Name, type the read-write (unrestricted) community
name. You must enter the read-write community name that is configured
on the SNMP server.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Save.
To add an SNMPv3 trap destination (such as PCM+), complete the following
steps:
1. Under Enable SNMPv3 traps, click Add another destination. The
Add SNMPv3 Destination window is displayed.

Add SNMPv3 Destination Window
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2. For Server Address, type the IP address or FQDN of an SNMPv3
server. For example, if you are using PCM+, you would enter the IP
address or FQDN of the server running PCM+.
3. For Username, type the SNMPv3 username for an account on the
server. This must match the username configured on the SNMP server
(such as PCM+).
4. For Auth Passphrase, type the authentication passphrase for the
account on the server. This must match the authentication passphrase
configured on the SNMP server (such as PCM+).
5. For Auth Protocol, select the authentication protocol used on the
SNMPv3 server: MD5 or SHA. Again, this must match the setting
configured on the SNMP server (such as PCM+).
6. Optionally, for Privacy Passphrase, type the privacy passphrase for
the account on the SNMP server, if this setting is configured on the server.
7. Optionally, for Privacy Protocol, select the privacy protocol used on
the server: DES or AES. You would configure a privacy protocol if one is
configured on the SNMP server.
8. Click OK.
9. Click Save.

9.2.5.6 Configure SNMP
The TMS zl Module allows some remote management through SNMPv1/v2c
or SNMPv3. For example, you can configure SNMP so that the module can be
managed by PCM+. If you are going to allow remote management through
SNMP, make sure that you configure the parameters on the TMS zl Module to
match those configured on the SNMP server.
To configure SNMP settings, select System > Settings and click the SNMP
tab.
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System > Settings > SNMP Window
SNMPv1/v2c
To configure SNMPv1/v2c settings, complete the following steps:
1. From the System > Settings > SNMP window, select Enable
SNMPv1/v2.
2. Under Enable SNMPv1/v2, click Add another community. The Add
SNMPv1/v2 Community window is displayed.

Add SNMPv1/v2 Community Window
3. For Community Name, type the community name for the SNMP
server.
4. From the Role list, select Manager (read/write) or Operator (read
only). Select the role that corresponds with the community name that you
typed in step 3.
5. From the Write Access list, select Unrestricted (read/write) or
Restricted (read only). Select the access that corresponds with the
community name and role that you specified in steps 3 and 4.
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6. Click Apply.
7. Click Save.
SNMPv3
To configure SNMPv3 settings, complete the following steps:
1. From the System > Settings > SNMP window, select Enable
SNMPv3.
2. Under Enable SNMPv3, click Add another user. The Add SNMPv3
User window is displayed.

Add SNMPv3 User Window
3. For User Name, type the SNMPv3 username for the account.
4. For Role, select the role of the account: Manager (read/write) or
Operator (read only).
5. For Authentication Protocol, select the protocol used for the account:
MD5 or SHA.
6. For Authentication Passphrase, type the authentication passphrase for
the account.
7. For Privacy Protocol, select the privacy protocol used for the account:
None, DES, or AES. For the manager role, you must configure privacy
settings. For the operator role, you may optionally configure privacy
settings, but are not required to do so.
8. If you selected a protocol in the previous step, for Privacy Passphrase,
type the privacy passphrase for the account.
9. Click OK.
10. Click Save.
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9.2.6

Ensuring Management Access Under Heavy Load
Under certain heavy load operating conditions, it is possible for the in-band
management traffic of the module to be “starved out,” leading effectively to
loss of the management interface. This section highlights the value of
prioritizing the management interface traffic as soon as possible.
As with any network implementation, it is important to identify a VLAN to be
used only for switch management traffic. This allows for improved
management access security and also for isolating management traffic from
other network traffic that could potentially cause interference in performing
important configuration or monitoring tasks. To follow best security practices,
the management VLAN should not be the default VLAN (which is VLAN 1).
On the TMS zl Module, it is also important to assign VLAN priority handling
to the management VLAN so that it will process traffic from this VLAN before
handling traffic from other VLANs. This will ensure that the secure Web
browser and SNMP interfaces are always accessible, even if the TMS zl
Module is handling an extremely high volume of traffic. High resource
utilization of the TMS zl Module is a real possibility when many of its security
capabilities are enabled and highly utilized.
To configure VLAN 2 as the priority VLAN which will carry TMS
management traffic, you would type this command:
ProCurve Switch 5406zltms-module-D:config)# management priority-vlan 2

This step IS performed as part of Section 10.3 where we configure the
management VLAN and zone.
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10.0 Configuration of the TMS zl Module
Adding a TMS zl Module to an existing environment can pose certain challenges, depending on how it
is done. In some environments, the TMS zl Module will be protecting new networks and interfacing
these networks with the rest of the network is a relatively straightforward task. In most environments,
however, we have a stable network where the TMS zl Module will be introduced to enhance the security
of the network.

10.1 Network Diagrams
Let’s familiarize ourselves with the existing sample network first.
In this sample network, we have three main VLANs, one dedicated to switch
management, one dedicated to web servers, and one dedicated to web clients. The 5406zl
is acting as an IP router and is using extended Access Controls Lists (ACLs) to control
access from one VLAN to the other. The management VLAN is also defined and due to
its very nature, the 5406zl puts security restrictions on the management VLAN.

Figure 16
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Here are the steps we will be performing for this exercise:
1. We want to add the TMS zl Module to the switch chassis
2. We want to move the Server VLAN’s IP address from the 5406zl to the TMS zl
Module
3. We want to move the Web Client VLAN’s IP address from the 5406zl to the TMS
zl Module
4. We want to configure the TMS zl Module appropriately for this network.

Figure 17
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10.2 Switch Configuration
Let’s assume that the switch where the TMS zl Module is installed is running a version of
software that supports the module, and the TMS zl Module is installed in Slot “D”, is
running, but has not been configured. Steps to update the switch software and to
physically install the TMS zl Module are covered in Section 9 and will not be repeated
here.
Now let’s look at our switch configuration in this state. To simplify the runningconfiguration, the ACLs that were in use have been deleted as well as the routing
configuration. Also, we see the feature-coordinator command that was automatically
added to the running-configuration. This is to protect the ports on the TMS zl Module
from being configured in a way that would prevent them from operating properly. Note
that the TMS zl Module ports D1 and D2 are automatically placed in the default VLAN.

To access the TMS zl Module’s command line interface, we use the show services
command to verify the “slot” and identify the “index”. In this example, we see that the
module is in Slot D and TMS software is using Index 2. We will then change to the TMS
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context by typing services d 2. Once there, we can see the variety of commands
available to us from this context.

Using the show command, we can see by default the TMS zl module is in Routing Mode
and there are no VLAN’s assigned from the switch to the TMS zl module.
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Using the show management command, we can see there are no management zones or
priority VLAN identified. The show system-information command also gives us a lot
of important information. The show access-policy command will allow you to see the
default policies. Note that there is a policy for RIP and OSPF from the “Self” zone to
every other zone and vice-versa.
Note: The TMS zl Module gets its time from the switch. Remember, it is very
important the time is set correctly. See Section 9.2.1 for more information on this
topic.

10.3 Management VLAN and Zone
Our next step is to identify a “management” zone, which in our example is “zone1”. We
want to go into the configuration context and then use the management zone command
to specify the management zone.
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The switch management IP address is in VLAN 2. We want to add the TMS zl Module
to this VLAN as well. We want the switch chassis to keep its IP address, so we will
associate VLAN 2 with zone1, our management zone, and allow for the switch chassis to
have an IP address in the same VLAN. We then assign an IP address to the TMS zl
Module for management purposes. Then configure management priority-vlan 2 to give
any traffic on VLAN 2 management priority. Be sure to save your work with write
memory!

By identifying a management zone, we can see that the TMS zl Module has put access
policies in place that allow for management traffic between Zone1 and Self. We will be
using HTTPS to configure the TMS zl Module and we can see that HTTPS is present in
the access policy.
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Here is the diagram that represents what we just configured. Our TMS zl Module’s port
D1 became a tagged member of VLAN 2. The 5406zl port B1 is an untagged member of
VLAN 2 and connected to an external Ethernet device.
Note: Port D2 is used for High Availability and is not discussed in this section.

Figure 18
From the PC in the switch management VLAN, VLAN 2, we open up a web browser
with this address: https://192.168.0.254 and we immediately see a “Security Alert”
dialog. The alert explains that (1) the CA that issued the certificate is currently not
trusted, and (2) the name on the certificate is not matching the name of the site. Let’s
click OK and proceed with the connection.
Note: If you click click View Certificate, you will see that this certificate was
issued by the HP ProCurve CA and some details about it. Unfortunately, at the
present time, there is no way to update this certificate to something more specific
to the customer’s environment. For additional discussion, see the “Accessing the
Web Browser Interface” section of the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide.
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Note: If the time on the switch is not accurately set, it may cause problems in
establishing an HTTPS session due to certificate incorrectly appearing to be
invalid. See Section 9.2.1 for more information on this topic.

Now that we have HTTPS access, we need to login as “manager” to the TMS
management interface using the default password of “procurve.” Next, to maintain
controlled management access to the TMS zl Module, we want to change the default
passwords for the TMS “manager” and “operator” accounts under System, Settings,
Passwords.
Note: Default password for the “manager” account is “procurve.” Default
password for the “operator” account is “operator”.
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We also want to disable SNMP for now by selecting Disable SNMP on the System,
Settings, SNMP tab.
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10.4 Zones to VLANs
As discussed in Section 6, the TMS zl Module is a zone-based firewall. One question
that often arises is “How do zones relate to VLANs?” The answer: VLANs must be
assigned to a TMS Zone. You can add multiple VLANs to a TMS Zone. Each VLAN
must have an IP address defined on the TMS zl Module to serve as the new default
gateway for that VLAN. For our example, there is a one-to-one mapping between
VLANs and TMS Zones although this is not a requirement.
We now want to associate the VLANs on the 5406 to Zones on the TMS zl Module. Go
to the left-hand navigation bar and select Zones under the network heading, then add a
VLAN association.

The following image shows a very important error message that you may encounter and it
cannot be ignored. The TMS zl Module is indicating that the switch already has an IP
address on this VLAN. For VLANs to be associated to zones and for the TMS zl Module
to properly filter and inspect the traffic, the TMS zl Module must have the default
gateway IP address for the VLAN, not the switch. When installing the TMS zl Module in
an operational network, you will need to remove the IP address from the VLAN in the
switch configuration before configuring the IP address on the TMS zl Module. With rare
exceptions, do not assign IP addresses on switch interfaces for VLANs requiring
protection by the TMS zl Module. One common exception is for the switch management
IP address in the management VLAN.
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Remove the IP address on the appropriate VLANs in the switch configuration.
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Now go back and associate the appropriate VLANs to zones with the IP Addresses
removed from the switch configuration.

Now our VLAN associations work much better!
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Let’s look at the switch’s running configuration. Here we see how the TMS zl Module’s
D1 port is a tagged member of each VLAN that it has an association with. In addition,
we see several new feature-coordinator commands. These prevent IP address
assignment on the switch’s VLANs that may end up bypassing the protection provided by
the TMS zl Module. Also, there is protection against VLAN deletion.

Figure 19
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10.5 Routing Mode
10.5.1 Firewall
At the present time, we have configured the TMS zl Module with VLAN associations to
zones and IP addresses for those VLANs. However, without any specified access
policies in place, there is no traffic flowing between zones. Unlike some firewalls, the
TMS zl Module has no “priority” setting for zones with defaults allowing higher security
levels to communicate with lower security levels. With the TMS zl Module, you must
specify the access policies for any communication to take place.
Now we are ready to add some access policies. Let’s review our diagram. We are going
to have the TMS zl Module take over routing functionality from the 5406. We have
effectively done this for our simple network by assigning the TMS zl Module IP
addresses for VLANs 3 and 4. These VLANs are mapped to Zone5 for Clients and
Zone6 for Servers.

Figure 20
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The access policies between zones are shown here. It is very important that the “User
Group” be “None” as we start to add access policies. To add an access policy, click the
Add a Policy… link.

Because the TMS zl Module has taken over routing functionality, it is acting as a default
gateway for VLANs 3 and 4. To aid in any client/server troubleshooting, we are going to
add ICMP Echo access to the default gateway as long as it originates from the same
subnet. The access policy will be from Zone6, in this example, to Self. We’ll repeat for
Zone5.
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Temporarily, we’ll also allow pings from Zone5 to Zone6 and from Zone6 to Zone5 to
aid any troubleshooting that we may need to do.

The image below shows the command prompt of a client on VLAN 4/Zone5 which an IP
address of 10.0.0.100 and a default gateway, which is the TMS zl Module, of 10.0.0.1.
See Figure 21 for the diagram of this scenario.

Screen shot of client command prompt
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Figure 21
We can ping the default gateway of 10.0.0.1. However, as shown in Figure 21, we know
that 172.16.0.1 is the default gateway for VLAN 3 - the server VLAN. We cannot ping
that IP address (see image below) because we restricted the access policy to only allow
the default gateway to accept a ping if it originates from the same subnet.
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The image below shows that I can ping the web server (172.16.0.50) due to my Zone5 to
Zone6 access policies. I can not ping the management VLAN (192.160.0.254) as shown.

Let’s add HTTP access from Zone5 (clients) to Zone6 (servers).
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From our client PC where we performed the pings, we can bring up a web browser and
test our access policy with a connection to the web server on zone6 (IP Address
172.16.05.50) - our web server works!

In certain circumstances, the firewall administrator may not know all the protocols and
ports used by an application. A useful access policy to help diagnose any problems you
may have is to put a “Deny Traffic” as the last policy from Zone5 to Zone6 and enable
logging. This will result in a log message anytime this access policy is triggered.
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Here we see the Zone5 to Zone6 access policies in place. The very last one is our Deny.
It has an ID of 79 in our example. This is called the “ruleid” in the log.

Let’s change our log message level to Warning so we can catch this particular message.
For more discussion on logging configuration, refer to Section 9.2.5: Initial Log Settings.
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Next, let’s try using FTP from the client. It will not work because we did not setup an
access policy, but let’s assume that we were experiencing a generic application problem.
With the “Deny” policy and logging enabled, we can go to the log and find out why the
application is not working.
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Here in the log, we can filter on a keyword of “ruleid=79”. This allows us to see what
has hit the “Deny” policy. We can see that TCP port 21(FTP) traffic was dropped. While
in our example, we knew that we were using FTP all along, in other cases it may not be
very obvious. This policy can save you a great deal of time and troubleshooting.

At this time, it would be very appropriate to click Save to save your configuration to the
TMS zl Module’s “startup configuration” file. Up to this point, when we have pressed
Apply, we have only been saving the configuration to the TMS zl Module’s “running
configuration” file.
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10.5.2 IDS/IPS
In this section, we’ll look at the steps needed to enable IPS functionality in a customer
environment. This section assumes that the TMS zl Module was purchased with an IPS
subscription service or that a separate IPS subscription service was purchased. This
subscription service enables the download of signatures to the TMS zl Module. By
default, the TMS zl Module looks for updated signatures every four hours.
The TMS zl Module does not come with any pre-loaded signatures. Internet access must
be obtained and the signatures downloaded to the module before any IPS functionality is
operational.
Now that we have the TMS zl Module working as a firewall, we will setup IPS. As
noted, we will need Internet access to get the signatures. Our original diagram has not
changed, we are simply adding VLAN 5 that interfaces with the Internet, showing what a
typical connection to the Internet will look like. We will need the following information
to complete the next steps:
Content

Value

Default Gateway Address for VLAN
DNS Server(s) IP Address(es)
DNS Domain Suffix
Proxy Server Address (IP or Hostname)
Proxy Server Port

Information needed to complete IDS/IPS configuration
Note: this process assumes that you have successfully registered for an IPS/IDS
subscription.

Figure 22
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Next we associate VLAN 5 with the External zone.

Let’s add a static route which says “when it doubt, send to the ISP router”.
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Add the DNS server IP addresses and Domain Suffix.

Add the proxy server, if applicable.
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We want to add a couple of access policies from Self to External. A policy for the web
proxy server and a policy for DNS.
Note: for security purposes, since we are using static routes, we should delete the
RIP and OSPF access polices.
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Let’s enable threat detection and use the default actions – be sure to click Apply. Notice
the settings: For Critical threats, the IPS will terminate the session where the critical
threat was recognized. For others, it will block traffic, and others, it will simply log and
allow the traffic to pass.

We like more security, so let’s sacrifice a little performance to get more security by
checking the full session inspection check box – Click Apply My Changes.
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Click Download Now and we should not get any errors – instead we should get
“Successfully completed” and a “version number.”

At this point, our IPS is operational and active.
Once again, Click Save to protect your work!
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10.5.3 Internet Access for Windows Update
Internet access using a private address requires an additional step – Network Address
Translation, or NAT. Let’s detail this configuration by allowing our clients to access
Windows Update.
As a refresher, here is another look at our network diagram. Our web clients are on the
10.0.0/24 subnet, which is not publicly routable.

Figure 23
We need to translate those private IP addresses to a public IP address that is on VLAN 5.
Let’s setup a NAT policy. We are setting up a NAT translation for any service, any
source IP address, to any destination IP address where the source IP address will be
changed to the Routed VLAN IP address (VLAN 5’s IP address in this example).
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Setup an Access Policy to the Web-Proxy Server – from Zone5, where the clients are
located, to the External zone where the Internet is located.
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Note: The configuration here is using default NAT configuration and will work
for this example design but additional NAT configuration may be required for
your configuration. For additional direction on NAT configuration, see the
various sections discussing NAT in the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide.
From one of our web clients, we can now access the Internet for Windows Update!

The download worked!

Once again, be sure to “Save” your work!
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10.5.4 VPN Gateway
The problem: How do we protect private information that is transmitted via the public
Internet? The solution: A Virtual Private Network or VPN. There are two primary use
cases – the site-to-site VPN which protects traffic between two sites, such as a Main
Office and Branch Office. Alternatively, a VPN can also allow remote workers to “dialin,” to use common but outdated terminology, into their workplace. These two separate
needs have two separate configuration methodologies. Let’s discuss the site-to-site VPN
first.

10.5.4.1 Site-to-Site VPN
The site-to-site VPN discussed here will rely on IPsec and “tunnel mode” and
will connect two remotely located TMS zl Modules. We effectively will need
to “mirror” the VPN configuration of one TMS zl Module to the other as the
VPN configuration will need to match.
Here we have a typical site-to-site deployment between SITE A on the left and
SITE B on the right. For Site A, we’ll continue to use the Firewall & IPS
configuration from the previous sections and build on it. Site B is our branch
office site and we’ll start configuring there.

Figure 24
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We will need the following information to complete the next steps:
Content

Value

Description

Internal zone VLAN(s)

VLAN 2

Users inside the branch office

External zone VLAN(s)

VLAN 3

Zone1 VLAN(s)

VLAN 4

Internet connectivity (e.g. DSL
bl
d )
Management VLAN for the
t
k

Both Sites
IKE preshare key (if used)

ZoneX VLAN(s)
Service (ports)

Any Service

Typical for site-to-site VPN

Site A – Corporate Office
TMS zl Module IP Address

172.31.31.119

Site B – Branch Office
TMS zl Module VPN Gateway

192.168.254.4

Internet Default Gateway

192.168.254.1

SITE B: We have a default route at the branch office that will point to
the ISP’s router.
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SITE B: We will need to add the ability to negotiate an IPsec session to our
access policies. We will need to allow ISAKMP to our access policies as it
performs the IPsec negotiation. We will use the IP addresses of the TMS zl
Modules as our source and destination. Also, the ISP is potentially using
NAT within the Internet Cloud, therefore, we should add a NAT traversal
access policy as well.
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SITE B: We’ve set up an HTTP access policy between the IP address ranges
in our sites. IP address aggregation or summarization is important here for
simplifying our configuration. This example is rather simplistic, but the idea is
the same – the easier I can reference Site A and Site B in terms of IP address
aggregates, the easier it will be to configure not only access policies, but IPsec
as well.
Note: in most cases, our service specification would be Any Service for
this type of site-to-site VPN configuration.
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SITE B: We have our firewall setup, but we do not have IPsec configuration in
place yet. We start by creating an IKE policy. We specify site-to-site as the
policy type and enter the TMS zl Module addresses for the Local and Remote
gateways. In our example, we will be using Pre-Shared keys, so we utilize the
same IP addresses for Identities. It is recommended that certificates be used for
customer deployments. See Section C in the HP ProCurve Threat
Management Solution Implementation Guide for more in-depth discussion.
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SITE B: Here we select Main Mode and Preshared Key. We are just using
the defaults here, but for more security, moving to DH Group 2 and the
authentication algorithm of SHA-1 would be appropriate. Just remember that
if you change things here, you need to configure the other TMS zl Module to
match your parameters.
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SITE B: Disable XAUTH and click Finish to complete configuration of the
IKE policy.
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SITE B: Next we move to IPsec Proposals. The image below shows what we
want configured for a site-to-site deployment. Be sure to use the ESP Security
Protocol. For more security, you can select a different authentication
algorithm other than the default of MD5. Click OK to complete the IPsec
Proposal configuration.
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SITE B. Next we will specify an IPsec Policy. The IPsec Policy will
determine which traffic is protected by IPsec.
In most cases, our traffic selector “Action” will be Apply, the “Direction” will
be Both, and the “Protocol”will be Any. Here is where using the IP address as
the basis for our IPsec Traffic Selector becomes important. We want to
specify IP addresses between Site B and Site A. The easier it is to specify IP
addresses that correspond to these sites, the easier it is to configure. Also, we
want to select the IPsec Proposal we configured previously.
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SITE B: Here we select the IKE policy to use as well as optionally choosing
to enable PFS. PFS will give more security to your network, but be sure both
sides are configured the same.
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SITE B: IP address pools are not needed for site-to-site VPNs, so we won’t
worry about configuring it at this time.
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SITE B: We don’t really have to enable any options here, but IP compression
may help save bandwidth. If you are using MPLS for QoS guarantees from
your service provider, using “Copy DSCP” on IPsec packets will be important.
We’ve configured SiteB. Now we need to mirror that configuration for SiteA.
Also, you may want to click Save at this point as well to save your work.
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SITE A: This is the original TMS zl Module we’ve been using in our previous
examples. We want to set up the same access policies for ISAKMP and NATTraversal.
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SITE A: We setup a mirror image of the IKE policy on Site A that we did with
Site B.
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SITE A: We need the exact same configuration here as we did with Site B.
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SITE A: Disable XAUTH.
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SITE A: Moving to our IPsec proposal, we make it exactly the same as Site B.
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SITE A: We have a mirror image for our Local/Remote address in our IPsec
policy to the configuration on SiteB. We want to keep everything else the
same.
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SITE A: We want our key management to be the same as Site B too.
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SITE A: No IP address pools are needed for site-to-site, so we can skip this.
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SITE A: These are some optional parameters and we want to match with Site
B. Now is a good time to save our work.
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Now let’s do some validation
A client on Site B accessing web server on Site A. What do you know, it
works!

Note: “NAT none” might be necessary to prevent IP-addresses that must
be send through the tunnel to be NAT-ed. If this is not configured, NAT is
performed before VPN traffic is put inside the IPsec tunnel. This might
result in loss of traffic or traffic not being encrypted or if routing is
necessary for VPN traffic.
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10.5.5 Remote Access with Windows and L2TP over IPsec
Let’s examine our next VPN scenario – the remote worker “dialing in” to
access resources at the main office. This section will detail the TMS zl
Module configuration. Detailed configuration for Windows XP and Vista
clients will not be discussed in this section. For more discussion on
configuration Windows and Macintosh VPN clients, see Section C in the HP
ProCurve Threat Management Solution Implementation Guide.
This diagram is very similar to the site-to-site diagram except we only have
one TMS zl Module. The protection needs haven’t changed – we still need to
protect the traffic over the Internet.

Figure 25
We will be specifying firewall access policies on the basis of group
membership. Users are specified on the TMS zl Module and are required to be
associated with a Group. When a user successfully “VPNs” into the TMS zl
Module, their group membership is determined and the access policies
associated to that group are put in place.

Figure 26
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On this screen is where we add a group. Let’s create the “VPN_User_Group”.
We don’t want to add a user here, we will be doing that in our IPsec/L2TP
configuration.
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A “Name” can be used as an alternative way of specifying IP addresses. We
want to create name to IP address mappings as in the example image.
Note: With client-to-site VPN, the concept of a “Virtual IP network” is
associated with a successful VPN session. For our example, this network
is 10.254.254.0/24. The TMS zl Module is assigned a Virtual IP
(10.254.254.1) as are the various VPN users. We will make use of this
Virtual IP network later on.
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Next we will set up an IKE policy for our remote users. We want to specify
client-to-site and will utilize 0.0.0.0 for the remote identifier as a wildcard that
allows different IP addresses from the client side. In most situations, we will
not know our remote worker’s IP addresses.
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We will be using pre-shared key for example purposes. For more security,
certificates and DH Group 2 settings can be used.

Disable XAUTH and click Finish. Our IKE policy is completed.
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Next we will configure the IPsec Proposal. Because we are using Windows
clients, we will need to select Transport Mode. Be sure to use ESP as the
“Security Protocol!”

Because we have our VPN clients using Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)
over IPsec, our IPSec traffic selector will utilize UDP and the L2TP port is
1701. The local address is the “real” IP address of the TMS zl Module, not the
Virtual one.
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We select our IKE policy.

We will not be using an IP address pool.
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We will not configure any specific options at the moment so this completes our
IPsec Policy configuration

And click Finish to complete the IPsec Proposal.
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Okay, now we want to create our Dial-In users. Our first user is “Homer” and
this is where we utilize our Virtual IP address network and which Virtual IP
address to assign to the client. As you can see, this is a manual process and is
not scalable for a large number of remote users.

We assign the group and because the TMS zl Module doesn’t support MSCHAPv2 yet, we need to utilize CHAP.
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Here we want to use the TMS zl Module’s Virtual IP address for the default
gateway. We can also provide other parameters if needed. This completes`
our IPsec, L2TP, and VPN client configuration. Now is our chance to save our
work.
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Moving over to our firewall policies, we want to be sure we have enabled
ISAKMP, Nat-Traversal, and LT2P over UDP between the External zone and
the Self zone (and between Self and External).

Next we want to specify our access policy for our VPN clients. First, we need
to select the VPN_User_Group we defined. Then, we want to allow Zone6
(our servers) to be accessed via the External zone. Here is where we will be
using our Virtual Network as part of our access policy.
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This completes the configuration on the TMS zl Module side. A good time to
Save our work again. As noted earlier, for more discussion on configuration
Windows and Macintosh VPN clients, see Section C in the HP ProCurve
Threat Management Solution Implementation Guide.
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10.6 Monitor Mode
One of the use cases discussed in this document is using a TMS zl Module in monitor
mode to generate security metrics that drive investment strategies for security products.
In this section, we will be using two TMS zl Modules on the perimeter. The first TMS zl
Module is in routing mode and can be utilized and configured in much the same way as
we have done in our previous sections. The other TMS zl Module will be configured in
monitor mode as an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and will be placed on the external
network. Its job will be to report on the threats that are being presented to the TMS zl
Module in routing mode.
Here we have a single 5406 chassis that is housing two TMS zl Modules – one in Slot A
and one in Slot D. The Slot A TMS zl Module will be in monitor mode while the other is
in routing mode.
In monitor mode, the two TMS zl Module’s internal ports become very important - one
port is for management and one port is for analyzing traffic.

Figure 27
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Because our monitor mode TMS zl Module will require Internet access to get signatures,
we need to specify the default gateway that points to the TMS zl Module in routing
mode. The monitor mode TMS zl Module will be configured to use internal port 2 for
management and port 1 for monitoring. This diagram illustrates how this will be
configured.

Figure 28
Before going further, let’s confirm the modules that are in our 5406.
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Next, let’s change the operating mode of the TMS zl Module in Slot A to “monitor”.
This will require a reboot of this TMS zl Module. The default operating mode of the
TMS zl Module is “routing”.

Once rebooted, let’s double check the operating mode. As we can see, it is in monitor.
We can now begin our configuration.
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Next we want to specify the management VLAN. In monitor mode, a TMS zl Module
does not have a concept of zones – that is a routing mode concept. We need to specify
the management VLAN and assign an IP address to it.

To setup a default gateway, we use the route command. Our default gateway is the other
TMS zl Module which will provide us with protected Internet access to download
signatures for IDS.
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We can review our configuration with the show ip route command.
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Next, let’s do a show run from the switch context. We can see that “A2” is our
management port and was placed in the “Switch Management” VLAN as an untagged
port.
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With our IP address and default gateway in place, we can now use the web configuration
mode to configure the rest of the monitor mode settings.

Be sure to secure access first by changing the default passwords.
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Moving to the TMS zl Module in routing mode, we will need to setup an access policy
that allows the monitor mode TMS zl Module to access the Internet. We could make this
access policy more secure by being very specific and limiting it to just the IP address of
the TMS zl Module. This access policy specifies the management VLAN network.

Because the management VLAN is a private address space, we also need to translate
these private addresses to public addresses, so we need to add a couple of NAT policies.
This is also a good time to save our work.
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Now, moving back to the monitor mode TMS zl Module, we specify our DNS servers.

We also need to specify our proxy server. Once done, we can hit Download Now and
get our signatures. This of course assumes we have a valid signature subscription and
that it has been registered. The “status” field in the “Latest Download” section will tell
us if we are successful. Now is a good time to save our work again.
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Now that our monitor mode TMS zl Module ready to do work, we need to give it a traffic
feed to analyze. We are interested in traffic coming from the ISP router. For this
example, Internet traffic is shown coming in on port B24 which is assigned to VLAN 5.
We need to setup a mirror between VLAN 5 (or port B24 if you wish) and port A1 of our
TMS zl Module in monitor mode. The following screen shot shows how we accomplish
that.

Here is more information from the show commands that detail our mirror configuration.
Now is a good time to save our configuration work on the switch!
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11.0 Using multiple HP ProCurve Threat Management Services
zl Modules
There are many cases where a single TMS zl Module is capable of meeting most or all of the security
control objectives for a given network environment with the caveat of it becoming a potential single
point of failure. There are some cases however, that, due to the nature of the feature being used, the
physical distribution required, or the impracticality of extending VLANs across the WAN effectively,
require the use of multiple modules.
The following scenarios are presented as possible situations that would require the installation of more
than one TMS zl Module. Discussion on specific solution designs, implementation requirements or
configurations are not presented in this document, with the exception of the standard step-by-step
configuration for High Availability. More details on implementing these scenarios can be found in the
HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide.

11.1 Perimeter IDS and IPS
It is not possible to have both IDS and IPS configured and running on a single TMS zl
Module. IPS requires a module to operate in routing mode while IDS is typically
configured on a module in monitor mode. For many practical reasons, one module
cannot operate in two different modes at the same time.
In addition, as previously mentioned in Section 7.1.2.1, IDS/IPS, it is a common practice
to implement IDS outside the perimeter firewall. This allows the IDS functionality to
obtain an “attack baseline” of the threat level outside the network perimeter and then
compare it with the number of attack attempts detected by an IPS placed inside the
perimeter firewall. This provides details on the measure of effectiveness of the perimeter
firewall’s policies in mitigating the number of attacks to which the enterprise network is
exposed.
An implementation of this design would require two TMS zl Modules. One TMS zl
Module would be configured in monitor mode running the IDS function and connected
outside the perimeter firewall. The second TMS zl Module needs to be configured in
ruting mode, running the IPS function and connected inside the perimeter firewall.

11.2 Multinational Compartmentalization
As previously shown in Figure 12: Multinational Compartmentalization Security Control
Point(s) in Section 7.3, Compartmentilization, a multinational corporation may choose to
implement security control points at transoceanic link boundaries. This design can serve
to both contain any possible malware outbreak to a geographical region and prevent such
a regional outbreak from consuming highly expensive transoceanic bandwidth.
The TMS zl Module is a blade in a switch and can implement its security control features
between one or more VLANs that are members of different security zones. It would
defeat the purpose of the design to attempt to implement this solution using only a single
TMS zl Module. It is technically feasible to extend VLANs across the transoceanic
WAN. This would allow for multiple, disparate continental region boundary VLANs to
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be members of different security zones on a single TMS zl Module. The traffic that the
module was designed to control would already have traversed the transoceanic links
before the TMS zl Module security controls could examine or enforce any protection
policies. Therefore, to properly protect the traffic, a TMS zl Module would be required at
the edge of each continental geographical region’s network in order to accomplish the
intention of the security control design. This high-level design is illustrated in Figure12.

11.3 High Availability
Multiple TMS zl Modules are inherent within the definition of High Availability (HA).
The current release supports two TMS zl Modules clustered together in Active-Standby
configuration. It is not necessary for the two modules forming the HA cluster to be
contained within the same chassis as they use multicasting to maintain their intra-cluster
network communications.
The clear advantage of an HA configuration is to provide for automated failover of a
module in the event of a hardware problem with the module itself or the host chassis.
This can ensure high performance and operational continuity of the TMS zl Module
provided security functions with minimal downtime.
Although specific HA design are not included in this document, it is important to present
some topics for consideration that should be included when performing a TMS zl Module
HA cluster design or implementation. More detailed discussion on HA design and
implementation can be found in Section 8 of the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide.
High Availability is only supported for modules that operate in routing mode. It is not
supported for monitor mode. If you require redundancy for monitor mode TMS zl
Modules, simply mirror the same traffic to two modules.
Performance Considerations - Because all traffic must go through the master session
manager, the firewall throughput of the cluster is the same as the master throughput.
However, the cluster throughput for IPS is increased due to the sharing between the
members.
HA VLAN - When HA is enabled, the module’s internal port 2 becomes an untagged
member of the HA VLAN and is dedicated to HA traffic. All messages such as HA
control protocol, synchronization, and HA management messages are communicated
through this interface. It is highly recommended that you change the HA VLAN to a
dedicated VLAN that does not carry general data traffic, even if you are not
implementing HA.
When you remove the master from an active-standby cluster, it will lose all of its TMS
VLAN IP addresses. (The IP addresses fail over to the participant.) You will then need to
use the CLI to configure at least one new TMS VLAN IP address in a managementaccess zone before you can use the Web browser interface to reconfigure other TMS
VLAN IP addresses on the removed module. All other settings will be intact, such as
management-access zones.
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If the cluster members are in different host switches, you must ensure that the same
VLANs are configured on both host switches and that there are redundant Layer 2
connections between the host switches.
“Master” vs “Participant” Considerations - When configuring the HA cluster, one TMS zl
Module is configured first and it becomes the “Master” for the cluster. By design, when
additional modules are configured as part of the cluster, they become a “Participant” and
the configuration of the master module is copied over any configuration on the
participant module. This presents 3 important items to note:
The order in which you configure and reboot the members of an HA cluster is extremely
important. The cluster member that comes online first will be the master, and the module
that comes online second will be the participant, regardless of the priority that you have
specified. Be sure to identify which module you want to be designated as master and that
it is booted prior to bringing the other module online.
When performing the initial HA cluster configuration, make sure that your designated
master is the only module selected for configuration. Then, once the configuration is
completed and the module booted, add the participant module for configuration. You
must take care when configuring and rebooting cluster members to avoid losing all of
your settings and to avoid an unexpected module from becoming the master for the HA
Cluster.
When adding the participant module to the HA cluster, be sure there are no important
configuration settings on the target participant module or that a backup of the
configuration is made before the HA Cluster configuration process begins. By design,
the master will overwrite the configuration on the participant module so any existing
configuration on the participant module will be permanently lost.
Linking Inter-Chassis Clusters - An inter-chassis cluster consists of cluster members that
are physically located in different switch chassis. When connecting the two chassis,
follow these guidelines:
•

There should be at least one Layer 2 link and preferably redundant links,
between the two switch chassis. If there is only one link between the host
switches of an inter-chassis cluster, and that link fails, the cluster
participant cannot receive the “heartbeat” messages from the master.

•

If you use redundant links, enable the switches’ STP (Spanning-Tree
Protocol) or RSTP (Rapid Spanning-Tree Protocol) functionality to
prevent a loop.

•

The switch ports that connect the host switches should be tagged
members of the HA VLAN.

•

All TMS VLANs must be configured on both host switches.

•

It is highly recommended that other network devices not be placed
between the switch chassis that contain the cluster members to reduce the
risk of link failure.
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11.3.1 Configuring High Availability
Although specific HA scenarios are not presented in this document, the
following steps are taken directly from the HP ProCurve Threat Management
Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide and can be used in
the implementation of an HA cluster. See the HP ProCurve Threat
Management Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide for
additional discussion and additional details on High Availability with TMS zl
Modules not discussed here.
Note: Keep in mind that configuring HA will require rebooting the
modules which will cause an outage for any traffic that was previously
configured to be managed by the TMS zl Module.
To configure HA settings, complete the following:
1. Back up the startup-config on the cluster master. Should you need to
restore the startup-config, remember that it does not include the HA
settings.
a. On the cluster master, select System > Maintenance. Then
click the Back Up/Restore tab.
b. Click Back Up and save the configuration to your workstation.
2. Select System > Settings and click the High Availability tab.
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System > Settings > High Availability Window
3. Select a Cluster Scheme. If you do not plan to configure HA at this
time, you should select None and configure the next section.
4. Under HA IP Configuration, for VLAN ID, type the ID number of the
VLAN that will manage HA traffic. The default HA management
VLAN is VLAN 1, but you should change the HA VLAN from the
default to prevent unwanted multicast traffic from occupying the
firewall’s resources.
Both cluster members must use the same HA VLAN, and different
clusters on the same subnet can also use the same HA VLAN or a
different HA VLAN.
5. Under HA IP Configuration, for IP Address and Subnet Mask, type
the IP address and subnet mask for HA management traffic. Each
cluster member must have a unique address on the HA VLAN.
6. Under Cluster Information, assign the device to a cluster by selecting
a Cluster ID from the list. Both members must have the same cluster
ID, and each cluster must use a unique ID number.
7. For Multicast IP, accept the default multicast IP address (224.0.0.18
for the HA data protocol) or, if you are already using this address on
your network for VRRP, type a new multicast IP address. Both
members must have the same multicast IP address.
8. Under Device Information, for Device ID, select a number to identify
the module within the cluster. Each member must have a unique device
ID.
9. For Device Priority, assign the device a priority in the cluster, with
255 as the highest priority and 1 as the lowest. The device with the
highest number will be selected as the master in the event that both
modules come online at the same time, such as when the host switch is
rebooted.
10. Click Apply My Changes.
11. Click Save. You will be warned that HA will not be enabled until the
module is rebooted.
12. Click OK. You are warned that the cluster scheme has been changed
and reminded to make this change on all members of the cluster.
13. Click OK.
14. Select System > Maintenance and click the Reboot tab. Click the
Reboot button and click Save & reboot at the prompt.
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Appendix A – Additional References
Network Ports Used by Key Microsoft Server Products – including Active Directory communication
ports
http://www.microsoft.com/smallbusiness/support/articles/ref_net_ports_ms_prod.mspx
Microsoft TechNet - Process Explorer v11.33
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx
Microsoft TechNet - TCPView for Windows v2.54
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb897437.aspx
HP ProCurve Series 3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches, 6200yl Switch, and Series 8200zl
Switches Management and Configuration Guide:
Entire Manual (PDF: 15.44 MB)
Individual Chapter Links
HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module technical documents:
Primary external manual site:
http://www.procurve.com/customercare/support/manuals/TMSzl.htm
HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Management and Configuration Guide
(PDF: 35.3 MB)
HP ProCurve Threat Management Services zl Module Datasheet (PDF: 289KB)
HP ProCurve Switch Threat Management Services zl Module Installation and Getting Started
Guide (PDF: 4.45 MB)
HP ProCurve Reference Library
http://www.procurve.com/library/a-z_index.aspx?jumpid=reg_R1002_USEN#top
These documents require a login to your HP ProCurve Partner account to access:
HP ProCurve Threat Management Solution Implementation Guide (PDF: 22 MB)
HP ProCurve Threat Management Solution Design Guide(PDF: 3.4 MB)
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Appendix B – Sample Company Information Assets Spreadsheet
Sample “Information Assets” tab (See “Company Information Assets” Microsoft Excel 2003 spreadsheet)
Company Information Assets
Information Asset Data Classification
(Ie. - Accounting,
(High Risk,
HR, Payment Card Confidential, Public)
data, etc.)
Accounting

High Risk

Classification
decided by

Jane Q CPA, CFO

Application
(Ie. - CRM, MS
Dynamics, etc.)

Serve r
Hostname

Serve r OS

Serve r IP
Address(es)

Microsoft Dynamics CORP-ACCTG02 Windows Server 10.4.20.52/16
2003 Standard

Other Installed
Applications

Crystal Reports

Local application
location

Local data storage
location

C:\Program
D:\Accounting\App
Files\Microsoft Great Defaults\
Plains

Local
accounts
(Optional may not be
used)
N/A

Physical location

Physical network
connectivity
(Ie. - Switch_Hostname,
Port_Slot/Port #)

Application Protocol/Port
Details from documentation
(If available)
(Ie. TCP/80)

Corporate
HQ-DC01-HP8212-4, Port Uses SQL database "MSGP" on TCP/2712
DataCenter 01, Rack D/12
CORP-SQL02
D, U12

*Server interdependencies is intended to only identify server(s) and resource names this application needs to communicate with or use as resources. This will be used to target more detailed information such as TCP/IP port usage, etc.

Customer Sign-off
I agree that this Company Information Asset document accurately captures all “High-risk” and “Confidential” information assets that require protection as part of the TMS zl firewall implementation project
performed by ___________________________.
(Professional Services Provider)

_________________________________________________
(Customer IT Director)
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Server Interdependencies*
(Ie. - Uses SQL database
"ACCTG" on "CORP-SQL02")

____/____/_______
(Date)

Notes: (Optional)

“Server Network Details” tab (See “Company Information Assets” Microsoft Excel 2003 spreadsheet)
Server Network Details
Information Gathered on:
Date
Time

Server Hostname

22-Jun-09 3:45PM (PDT) CORP-ACCTG02
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Server Information
Serve r OS
Serve r IP
Address(es)

Windows Server
2003 Standard
"
"
"
"

10.4.20.52/16

Physical network
connectivity
(Ie. - Switch_Hostname,
Port_Slot/Port #)

"
"
"
"

HQ-DC01-HP8212-4, Port
D/12
"
"
"
"

"

"

"

"

Process

Protocol

From TCPView
Local Address
(Resolved Hostname: Port)

Additional Information
(From TCP View properies, Process Explorer, Google, Application manuals etc.)
Process "Path"
Application/Purpos e
(ie. C:\WINDOWS\system32\lsass.exe)

Remote Address
(Resolved Hostname: Port)

User Access required or "Serve r Only"
(Who needs to communicate with this process
on this server?
Any specific time-frames required?)

dynamics.exe:2168

TCP

corp-acctg02.domain.com:2712

CORP-ACCTG02:0

N/A

Microsoft Dynamics

hpsmhd.exe:2168
ismserv.exe:1860
lsass.exe:456
javaw.exe:5524

TCP
TCP
UDP
TCP

corp-acctg02.domain.com:2301
corp-acctg02:1041
corp-acctg02:ipsec-msft
corp-acctg02:56524

CORP-ACCTG02:0
localhost:ldap
*:*
corp-acctg02:0

HP Systems Management
Microsoft Server Intersite Messaging
Windows Local Security Authentication Server
Java support for HP Systems Management

Accounting AD Group - Monday-Friday 6AM6PM
Server Only
Server Only
Server Only
Server Only

"

javaw.exe:5524

TCP

corp-acctg02:56527

localhost:3908

Java support for HP Systems Management

Server Only

"

Trafficd.exe:6080

UDP

corp-acct02:6343

*:*

N/A
C:\WINDOWS\system32\inetsrv\ismserv.exe
C:\WINDOWS\system32\lsass.exe
C:\Program Files\HewlettPackard\PNM\jre\bin\javaw.exe
C:\Program Files\HewlettPackard\PNM\jre\bin\javaw.exe
C:\Program Files\HewlettPackard\PNM\server\bin\Trafficd.exe

TrafficData Collector - HP Systems Management Server Only

“TMS Zones” tab (See “Company Information Assets” Microsoft Excel 2003 spreadsheet)

TMS Zones
TMS Zones
Self
External
Internal
DMZ
Zone1
Zone3
Zone4
Self
External
Internal
DMZ
Zone1
Zone2
Zone3
Zone4
Zone5
Zone6

Description (Types of servers,
devices, users, etc.)
TMS Module Management Access
Internet
All servers
DMZ
Switch Management
Wired LAN Users
Wireless LAN Users
TMS Module Management Access

Included VLANs
N/A
VLAN99
VLAN5-VLAN10
VLAN3
VLAN2
VLAN20
VLAN50
N/A

VLAN Subnet(s) VLAN Gateway IP VLAN Gateway
Address
Subnet Mask
N/A
192.168.0.0/24
10.VLAN#.0.0/16
172.16.3.0/16
10.2.0.0/16
10.20.0.0/16
10.50.0.0/16
N/A
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N/A
192.168.0.1
10.VLAN#.0.1
172.16.3.1
10.2.0.1
10.20.0.1
10.50.0.1
N/A

N/A
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.255.0.0
255.255.0.0
255.255.0.0
255.255.0.0
N/A

Comments

Notes:

“Firewall Rules” tab (See “Company Information Assets” Microsoft Excel 2003 spreadsheet)
Zone Firewall Rules
Information Asset

Source Zone

Destination Zone

Protocol

Source Port
#(s)

Source Address Destination Destination Address
(Optional)
(Optional)
Port #(s)

Action

Schedule

Rate
(KB, Packets,
Connections)

Comments

MS Dynamics

Internal

Internal

TCP

1433 10.4.20.52/16

1433 10.20.10.25/16

Permit

Always

N/A

To Database server

MS Dynamics
Mail
Mail

Internal
External
Internal

Zone3
Internal
External

TCP
TCP
TCP

2712 10.4.20.52/16
25 All
25 10.5.15.25/16

2712 All
25 10.5.15.25/16
25 All

Permit
Permit
Permit

M-F, 6AM-6PM
Always
Always

N/A
N/A
N/A

To Wired end usersVLAN
External Email access
External Email access

Customer Sign-off
I agree that this Zone Firewall Rules document accurately captures all “High-risk” and “Confidential” information assets that require protection as part of the TMS zl firewall implementation project
performed by __________________________________.
(Professional Services Provider)

_________________________________________________
(Customer IT Director)
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____/____/_______
(Date)

Sample “Company Information Assets” Microsoft Excel 2003 spreadsheet
This embedded Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file contains the above data tabs and is intended for use in performing the analysis and
data capture steps discussed in this document. It is available at HP ProCurve.com - “Company Information Assets͘”
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Appendix C – Information Gathering Tools
TCP View
Microsoft TechNet - TCPView for Windows v2.54
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb897437.aspx
Description from the included Help file:
“TCPView is a Windows program that will show you detailed listings of all TCP and UDP
endpoints on your system, including the owning process name, remote address and state of TCP
connections. TCPView provides a conveniently presented subset of the Netstat program that ships
with Windows NT/2000/XP.
TCPView requires Windows 98, Windows Me, Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows Server 2003 and Windows Vista.”

Screen shot of a TCP View screen for a typical server.
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Process Explorer
Microsoft TechNet - Process Explorer v11.33
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx
Description from the included Help file:
“Process Explorer is an advanced process management utility that picks up where Task Manager leaves off.
It will show you detailed information about a process including its icon, command-line, full image path,
memory statistics, user account, security attributes, and more. When you zoom in on a particular process
you can list the DLLs it has loaded or the operating system resource handles it has open. A search
capability enables you to track down a process that has a resource opened, such as a file, directory or
Registry key, or to view the list of processes that have a DLL loaded.
The Process Explorer display consists of two sub-windows. The top always shows a list of the currently
active processes, including the names of their owning accounts, whereas the information displayed in the
bottom window, which you can close, depends on the mode that Process Explorer is in: if it is in handle
mode you will see the handles that the process selected in the top window has opened; if Process Explorer
is in DLL mode you will see the DLLs and memory-mapped files that the process has loaded.
Process Explorer also has a powerful search capability that will quickly show you which processes have
particular handles opened or DLLs loaded. The unique capabilities of Process Explorer make it useful for
tracking down DLL-version problems or handle leaks, and provide insight into the way Windows and
applications work.
You can obtain equivalent command-line tools, Handle and ListDLLs, at the Sysinternals Web site.
Process Explorer does not require administrative privileges to run and works on Windows 9x/Me, Windows
NT 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Server 2003, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 and on the x64
version of 64-bit Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008.”

Screen shot of a Process Explorer screen for a standard workstation.
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netstat
netstat is a utility that is included as part of Unix and Unix-like operating systems (ie. Linux,
etc.). It is used for printing the status of network connections, routing tables, interface statistics,
masquerade connections, and multicast memberships.
The following screenshot shows the utility invoked with both the -a (display all processes) and
-n (numeric-only listing) options being “piped” through the grep utility. Grep is used to print
lines matching a pattern (in this case a colon character followed by a literal asterisk character,
not a wildcard as indicated by the preceding backslash). The command “pipes” the output
through the more utility, which is used to display a single page worth of output and then
interactively prompt the user when they want to display more.
The columns of interest for the purposes of this document are:
 Proto (1st column) – Indicates whether the network connection is TCP or UDP
protocol.


Local Address (4th column) – Shows the IP address on the local system and the port
number of the network connection (the number after the final colon)
o E.g. 0.0.0.0:23 means all local IP addresses on port 23, and :::22 means all local
IP addresses on port 22.

Screen shot of netstat –an | grep “:\*” | more
showing what TCP listeners and UDP ports are open on the system.
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ps
ps is a utility included in Unix and Unix-like operating systems that is used for listing the
processes executing on the system.
The following screenshot shows the utility invoked with both the -e (display every process) and f (full-format listing) options being “piped” through the more utility, which is used to display a
single page worth of output and then interactively prompt the user when they want to display
more.
The columns of interest for the purposes of this document are:
 UID – Shows the User ID that the process is executing as. Processes executing as the
root user are of particular interest as they are executing with unlimited, “super-user”
privileges.


PID – Displays the Process ID of the process



PPID – Lists the Parent Process ID of this process. For example, we see in the below
example that process IDs 2, 3 and 4 all have process ID 1 as their PPID indicating
that they were all started by the same parent process



CMD – Shows the command line argument equivalent used to invoke the process

Screen shot of ps -ef | more showing processes and their user ownership,
process IDs, parent processes, and executable names.
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lsof
lsof is a utility included in Unix and Unix-like operating systems that is used for listing the open
files on the system. The following screenshot shows the utility invoked with the -i4 (display
internet protocol version 4 network files), -n (numeric addresses, which suppresses attempts to
convert IP addresses to host names), and -P (Port numbers, which suppresses attempts to convert
port numbers to service names). The options are being “piped” through the grep utility, which is
used to print lines matching a pattern (in this case a literal asterisk character, not a wildcard as
indicated by the preceding backslash, followed by a colon character).
The columns of interest for the purposes of this document are:
 COMMAND (1st column) – Provides the name of the executable file for the process


PID (2nd column) – Displays the Process ID of the process



USER (3rd column) – Shows the User ID that the process is executing as. Processes
executing as the root user are of particular interest as they are executing with
unlimited, “super-user” privileges.



NODE (8th column) – Indicates whether the network “file” is TCP or UDP



NAME (9th column) – Details the local IP address(es) the process is associated with
and the port number of the TCP listener or UDP port

Screen shot of lsof -i4 -nP | grep “\*:” showing results that detail processes, process IDs,
execution privilege levels and associated open TCP listener or UDP ports.
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Appendix D - Updating Switch Software
HP ProCurve recommends that the switch software first be updated to an image that supports the
TMS zl Module. At the time this document was written, that was K.13.51 and above.
As shown below, the show modules command in a switch running too early of a version of
software will not properly recognize the installed TMS zl Modules:

Show software version using show version.

Show software version using show flash.

This is the show modules command run from the serial console session.
Note that devices in Slot C and G show “Failed.”
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This is the show modules command run from an SSH remote management
session. Note that devices in Slot C and G show “Failed.”
In the illustrations above, Slots C and G have TMS zl Modules physically installed but the
switch is unable to recognize them properly because it is running a too early version of K.13
software. The minimum recommended version to support the TMS zl Module is K.13.51.
If you are planning to add the TMS zl Module to an existing production chassis, it is important to
plan accordingly for the traffic outage that will result from the software update process. This, of
course, will not be an issue for an initial installation of a TMS zl Module in a dedicated chassis.
While it is possible to reduce the duration of the traffic outage that will be required by the switch
software update on a 8200zl series switch with the recommended redundant management
modules, a short duration outage will result from the switch software update. On a 5400zl series
or 8200zl series switch without redundant management modules, the outage will be
approximately 3 minutes - the length of time required to complete a reboot of the sole
management module. On an 8200zl series switch with redundant management modules, that
outage time can be reduced to approximately 45 seconds by upgrading and booting the standby
management module and then forcing a redundancy switchover once the standby management
module has completed booting up on the new switch software.
New switch software may be acquired from the HP ProCurve web site’s Software for Switches
page. The process of loading new software on to a ProCurve switch is well-documented in
Appendix A of the HP ProCurve Series 3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches, 6200yl Switch,
and Series 8200zl Switches Management and Configuration Guide, but the following is an
overview of a secure method.
1. Go to the ProCurve web site at http://www.procurve.com.
2. Click the Support tab near the top of the page.
3. Click on Switches just under Download the latest software near the bottom right of
the page.
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4. Scroll down and find the model of switch you are downloading new software for (e.g.
J8715A ProCurve Switch 8212zl or J8698A ProCurve Switch 5412z) and click on the
link for the current version of software for that model (e.g. K.13.63).
5. Click on the Download {software version} software link at the bottom of the page
(e.g. Download K.13.63. software)
6. Click on the radio button indicating “I ACCEPT ALL OF THE ABOVE TERMS”
and click on the >>Submit button at the bottom of the page.
7. Click on the Download – {software version} (zip x.yy MB) link to download the new
switch software from the HP FTP server (e.g. Download – K.13.63 (zip 7.91 MB)).
8. Click Save when prompted for whether to Open or Save the new switch software
image file.
9. Select a location to save the new switch software image file (e.g. Desktop), then click
Save and wait until it completes the download.
10. Upload the new switch software to a host that both supports SFTP file transfers and is
accessable over the network by the switch being updated.
11. Establish a SSH session with the switch to be updated.
Note: It is beyond the scope of this document to cover the acquisition and
configuration of the various third-party SSH client software packages (e.g.
PuTTY) that are commonly used.
12. Enter the global configuration command: ip ssh filetransfer.
13. Execute SFTP from the host where you stored the new switch software to the IP
address of the switch as illustrated below.
Note: The switch presents a root directory with subdirectories of ‘cfg’, ‘log’,
‘os’, and ‘ssh’ upon connection. We’re concerned with the ‘os’ directory,
which contains two files, “primary” and “secondary” that represent the
primary and secondary software images on the switch. See Appendix A of the
HP ProCurve Series 3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches, 6200yl Switch,
and Series 8200zl Switches Management and Configuration Guide for
further information on the contents of the other directories.
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14. Issue the command put {new switch software file path}/{new switch software file
name} os/[primary|secondary]. For example, if you stored the new switch software
file in “/usr/home/janequser”, saved it as “K_13_65.swi”, and would like to load that
image into the secondary of the switch you would issue the command put
/usr/home/janequser/K_13_65.swi os/secondary.

Note: It takes a few minutes after the completion of the file transfer for the
switch to decompress the file to the new location before the new software
version information is reflected in the show flash switch CLI command
output.

show flash shows our expected versions of software on each image.
15. Use the command boot system flash [primary | secondary], depending on where
you stored the new switch software image in the previous step. For example, boot
system flash secondary.
Note: It is this command that will cause the switch to reboot. If the switch
is already in production there will be an outage of approximately 3 minutes.
The next section covers how to reduce this time to around 45 seconds on an
8212 zl equipped with redundant management modules.

show version shows that the switch will now
boot from the secondary boot image.
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show flash shows version of software on each image.

The TMS zl Modules in slots C and G are now
correctly recognized in the show modules command output.

Reducing network outage from updating switch software on an 8200zl
series switch with redundant management modules
Chapter 15 of the HP ProCurve Series 3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches, 6200yl Switch,
and Series 8200zl Switches Management and Configuration Guide provides details on various
management module redundancy commands. This section provides specific guidance on the use
of these commands to perform a switch software update with reduced traffic outage by taking
advantage of redundant management modules in an 8200 zl series switch.
The first step is to perform the show redundancy CLI command in order to confirm that there
are redundant management modules and to see if redundancy is enabled.
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The first yellow highlighted line above shows redundancy is enabled. The second and third
yellow highlighted lines above show that the 8212 zl Switch used in this example does have a
second management module installed in Slot MM2 and it is currently in active mode.
The second step is to perform the show version CLI command and look for the value of the
default “Boot Image:”

The first yellow highlighted line above shows that the management module in Slot MM2 is the
active management module at this time. This information will become important to note as this
process will force switchovers between the two management modules in order to minimize the
traffic outage time caused by the switch software update. The second yellow highlighted line
above indicates that the switch is currently running on a K.13.25 software image. Based on the
previous output from the show modules CLI command, the K.13.25 software image doesn’t
recognize the HP ProCurve TMS zl Modules. The third yellow highlighted line above shows
that the management modules are currently configured to boot from their primary flash image.
The previous section showed how to download updated software images from the HP ProCurve
web site and securely transfer them to the switch. Here, in the output of the show flash
command, we see that K.13.51 is available in the secondary flash of the switch and that the
switch is currently configured to boot from its primary flash.
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Since the switch software image needed to support the TMS zl Modules is in the secondary flash,
issue the boot set-default flash secondary command so that it becomes the default boot image
and then boot the standby management module in slot MM1. Remember, the current switch
software version remains in the primary flash and, in the unlikely event of an issue with the new
switch software, may be reverted to by selecting the primary flash during the boot cycle.

The first yellow highlighted line shows that the switch is configured to boot from its primary
flash by default. After issuing the boot set-default flash secondary command in the second
yellow highlighted line, the third yellow highlighted line now shows that the switch defaults to
its secondary flash for all boot commands. Issue the boot standby command to boot the standby
management module in slot MM1 from the new switch software in the secondary flash.

It will take several minutes for the standby module to complete rebooting from the new switch
software in the secondary flash. While rebooting, it will show states of “Failed,” then
“Unknown,” and finally “Standby” in the show redundancy, show version and show modules
commands. If it is desired to track the state of the standby module as it transitions through these
states, issue any one of these commands (e.g. show redundancy) and then repeat to cause the
system to automatically repeat the command every 5 seconds.
Note: To review the switch’s local log messages that are generated as a result of booting
the standby management module and forcing the redundancy switchover use the show
logging -r command to show the local log in reverse (newest to oldest) order.
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Once complete, it will show a status of “Standby” in the show modules and show version
commands and also show it is running on the new switch software version.
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Note: This next step will cause the switch to interupt traffic as the standby
module takes over the active role of handling switch processing.
Now issue the redundancy switchover command to force a switch between the currently active
management module running the old version of switch software that doesn’t correctly recognize
the TMS zl Modules to the standby management module running the new version of switch
software that does properly recognize the TMS zl Modules.

Issue the show version command and note that now the management module in slot MM1 is the
active one, that the management module in MM2 is the standby, that both are now running the
new version of switch software, and the switch is still configured to boot from the new switch
software in its secondary flash. This is illustrated in this next screen shot.
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Issue the show modules command and note that it confirms the management module in slot
MM1 is the active one and that now the TMS zl Modules installed in slots C and G are
recognized as illustrated below.

Reversing the process to boot to the original software image can be accomplished by issuing the
boot set-default flash primary, boot standby and redundancy switchover commands.

Emergency Recovery Process
Although it is exceedingly rare, it has been observed that it is possible to get a switch into a
condition where it will not boot past the ROM monitor or continually reboot. This could be
through the combination of the erase flash command and incorrectly upgrading the switch
software in both the primary and secondary flash without first testing the new switch software in
one flash memory bank prior to upgrading the other. In this situation, connecting through the
serial console port of the switch will offer the option of entering the ROM monitor during the
boot process.
This capability can also be used to perform a backup of the management module compact flash
card prior to attempting an update by pulling it and accessing it from a PC. If there are
redundent management modules installed, this process could be done one module at a time to
limit the outage window.
See Appendix E for the steps involved in this process.
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Appendix E – Emergency Recovery Process
Officially, Appendix C of the HP ProCurve Series 3500yl Switches, Series 5400zl Switches,
6200yl Switch, and Series 8200zl Switches Management and Configuration Guide details how to
recover from such a condition by using an XModem download process through the serial console
port.
Unofficially, the XModem download recovery process is too slow for recovering a system during
a professional services delivery so the following unsupported workaround is offered to the
reader. The management module uses a standard, full-sized 128 MB compact flash (CF) card to
store its switch software images and configuration information. If the management modules are
removed and one of the CF cards is disconnected from its management module and placed in a
PCMCIA or USB CF card reader its contents would display similar to the following:

This is the same content as would be seen using the ROM Monitor lsdev, cd /cfa0, and ls
commands.
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Look familiar? For recovery purposes, the contents of the “boot.ini” file are of key interest. In
the ROM Monitor, use cat boot.ini to display its contents. With the CF pulled and connected to a
card reader on a Windows PC, open it with WordPad (Notepad won’t correctly handle the
carriage-return line-feed sequences).
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While not immediately relevant to the emergency recovery there are items worth noting in the
first green highlighted section, “[boot]”. We see in the yellow highlighted line immediately
following the section header that the default is to boot the monitor, then the primary, and, failing
that, the secondary. In the next three yellow highlighted lines, we see that the switch was last
booted from the secondary, is currently configured to boot from primary, and the option to
choose differently during the boot process will expire in 5 seconds (proceeding to then boot from
the switch software image in the primary flash).
In the second green highlighted section, “[primary],” we see in the yellow highlighted line
immediately following it that the file “btm.swi” contains the K.13.25 switch software currently
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loaded in the switch’s primary flash. In the next yellow highlighted line we see that the
configuration file that will be loaded when the switch is booted from the switch software in the
primary flash is the file “config1” found in the ‘cfg’ subdirectory. Finally, in the last yellow
highlighted line we see confirmation in the description that this block pertains to the primary
software image.
So, if we want to replace the primary switch software image because it has become nonbootable, we would copy over a known good switch software image (e.g. “K_13_25.swi”) to the
compact flash card and name it “btm.swi”. This file operation is a matter of tens of seconds vs.
the tens of minutes it would take to accomplish the same thing via a serial connection and
XModem download.
In the third green highlighted section, “[secondary],” we see in the yellow highlighted line
immediately following it that the file “secondary.swi” contains the K.13.51 switch software
currently loaded in the switch’s secondary flash. Just like with the “[primary]” section
previously, we see in the next yellow highlighted line that the configuration file that will be
loaded when the switch is booted from the switch software in the secondary flash is the file
“config1” found in the ‘cfg’ subdirectory. Finally, similar to the “[primary]” section above we
see in the last yellow highlighted line confirmation that this block pertains to the secondary
software image.
If we want to replace the secondary switch software image because it has become non-bootable,
we would copy over a known good switch software image(e.g. “K_13_25.swi”) to the compact
flash card and name it “secondary.swi”.
Again, while not immediately relevant to the emergency recovery there is an item worth noting
in the fourth green highlighted section, “[monitor]”. In the yellow highlighted line we see
confirmation that this section and references to monitor refer to the Monitor ROM Console.
Finally, while also not immediately relevant to the emergency recovery there is an item worth
noting in the last green highlighted section, “[config]”. We see in the yellow highlighted line
that the next boot of the switch will take place in accordance with the default boot order
indicated previously in the “[boot]” section (monitor, primary, secondary).
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